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Abstract 
R An ' in~est1gat~on was carried out to determine· 
whether .' ten-year old students who are able to use a word 
proc.essor and who have beE!'l'lex1;6sed to ·the 
t • • . ., . 
toJteaching wri~i~g do .. _Pr~cess-confe~~nce_ ~P~~~~h 
indeed use the - capa~ities l . ., .. of the ·word prpcessor to 
-. \ t 
make higher level revisions in their written work ',. 
.. instead -of superf~cial · revision~. " . 
• 
The level of revisions in three writing assignments 
. . 
,was co~pared to -other f~tor~ such as age, ability, 
. . 
typing. speed, and facility with the use of the Bank 
•• ' '• ·~ ·~\ ~ ... ... ;.~~.·::'·~~ . '.'It 
t- ?~l 
·.,-· . 
' 
... 
-.. 
· . Stre;t ~r ~er _ WQrd___E._ro~essing "'pr.~gram _'in/ _g_r!...!d!.l!er;;u..,.r_:~~-Y------.------- - --
, 
determine the relations)tip of these· factors to the 
' . 
extent child~en revise their written work. 
A case study approach involving the observation of 
thirty-one grade five students was followed~ . The . 
f~~ldren•s revision strategies were mapped.through a 
. . . 
focus ·on 9ne chil~, a more peripheral st~dy .of three 
other children and informal obse~vations and product 
' --
; . 
. . 
analysis of twenty-seven other students. I .._ • 
I 
This study lends support to the findings of other~ 
. 
that .limited exposure to the us~of a ·word processor 
\ 
does.not in itself result in young writers I . . . . 
. I . . . ---
leVel revisions to their written work. 
' . ! 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION · 
. ~-- .. · · . .. 
. ~· . : . 
'· . ...... . ~ The ~mpetus for _t9e study rep?rted in .this do~umerit 
. ; ' -~ci_ame· from twb recent d:~elopment'~ _in th~ teaching of 
._ , 
... 
. . 
·. . 
': ' 
•. 
. . 
.. 
.. 
.. 
l~ •• • 
•· 
, 
~' ' . . . 
> . 
' ·, 
~- ~ 
.. ,. 
I . . • 
--· 
0 
writing .skills to ch.ildl='efo (a) "the 
\ ~ process-conf~renc'"~roa9h to writing and (b) the use 
·of a word processor as a writing tool by ' chil~ren. The 
writi_ngS" o~ D}!lald.:-(U.aves (1~75, 1978, 1979,: 1981, }~82, · 
198,4") 1 Lucy McCormick Calkins (1980, 1982, 1983) and . 
Denald Murray, (1978, 1982) among otheiS, have 
contributed to the interest in "process writing." Th~ 
~ ~·s desire to learn~more about: what· happens when 
children ar~. e~posed to word processors has been kindled 
·, ' 
• primarily by the flood ·of ar~cles in· t~e e~_ucation~l 
journals on the topic of ~sing ~ompu~~rs as 
• "prod~ctivity tools", CO.UJ?led with a personal int~rest 
' ' L in th·e educational use--of computers and the writings of 
Colette D~iu~e (1~85), in particular. 
Process writing 
::. ·:. . ____,_..-· 
· ~ In commenting on his report, Balance the ·Basics: ·· 
.. . , 
.i.. . . ,. 
t·:. 'I 
.1~: 
r . .... ~ 
. • . 
.- . . 
.. . 
Let · Them Write, for ··the For¢1 Foundation,. oona~d Graves 
reported~ -- ·.· ••• it wa~ ·.cl~ar_ th.~~-l)e ·-maip: emp~asis in 
~ . ' 
schools was on the ability of ~hi~dren to rece ive 
,• ' .~ .. I ~' • .. • ; ' ~ : ' •.-. -
· ;,., ~ 
... 
• 
. . 
/> 
. ' 
t 
\ 
.. 
·~ ... . 
... 
.~ 
. ~ · 
·' 
. 
• 
,.. 
• • I 
.. : ... ·.· . 
. • 
> 
• ~ 
-~ 
..... 
..... •· . 
'- ( 
2 
" •· . 
. inf9r.matlon,. no.t to send it• (Graves, 1984 p. 62). 
Graves' report sought to ad~re~ the necessity of 
. I 
I . . 
restor ing:t·· a lance ~n co~~unication· in the .s_5::ho~l~, 
pr incfpa"'l' ·through wr i t).ng • . "Since that time, 9ra ves. 
' ...., • I 
and h.is colleague-s {Gr-aves, 19ei, 1983, 1984; Calkin~, 
· ·- :·.: 1983_..; Murray,- 1982; sowers,.- _1981; Giacobbe·, . 1.981.) have 
• ~ .. J ~ • ... J'o' : '-r , 
. 
' -
• 
..-· 
~ ' 
~·r . 
I 
.. 
{' 
( 
.··· 
.. \. 
.. 
.. . 
....... . . 
·- :-.:...·· ·· ... . ~ ... .. ·, : " 
'\., I ~ . ' lr ~ • , 
emphasized an approach ·-to ·te,:lching .wr.iting ~alled "the· 
r . ·... . .. 
.. . . .., . 
.. 
process-confe'f:'ence" appr-oabh--an· approaait whictY has :s"'eet:\ . . · : 
e ~ 
-wide-acceptance throughoue Noreh America, Australi~ a~ 
·' . ' .. Europe. 
_ ____..,-
Teach~r~ using ·this method help student~ by ~ 
' '-......._ ~ ' _,. 
in'"tti'a t.tng brief in~i v~~ual confere_nces· during the · 
proc~ss of Jri ting' rathe.r than by aasigning·: topi"cs in 
adva~ce of writing and making extensive corrections 
' 
0 . 
,;._tter th_e wrji t it1g is f i'nished -. The~ocus is on cont:nt, 
I 
' not on mechanics. The student discovers what.- he or she 
.. 
· h~s t0 spy- by putting ideas down on p~per. The . teacher, 
· :then pr-ov·i.des· guidance by . specific questioning intended 
. . 
to~ll~ the student to clarify his or her own ideas• 
. I . - ~~· 
abou..t· the . in tended meaning of the piece of writin-g. A 
I . " 
.. 
I • • 
grceat deal. of . iterac~ion' ainong student~ ~s .. en'c;ouraged .... 
. . ~ I . . 
· in this _approach. Children-:- r~jd their texts to. their· 
. • • { ~d . . . 
peers,· receive feedbac-k and revise the·m. ·Through sue~ 
~ 
"'ll .. ~ 
.. sharing with ~eacper a~d fellow students, ~he 'l(riter,is 
I • 
thus-led ·th~ough· successive drafts until the me~ning is .. 
. . -- ' 
. ' .. . 
clar,i f ied and the top~c fully expressed.. Tea~h~r s who 
,.,. 
I 
. ·: ... 1.· • .. · .. 
. 
... 
, ·r· 
. I f '• 
. ., . ~ 
• ' ' ' • I 
•,l • I 1',• <' ~A ~·~!;~:; ... ~: ~ ~~· .. ',t'o' ' ::, 0 '•._~~ .. , , J:;,o•<;"t ~ 0 ',~ , I, ,.rl .. t 0 < .\ 
I " ' ' ' \ 
'"'\ • , • .. ' ·, ~ .. • . .. ' J •I 
. ~ ... ' . .: .... ... . . : ' 
I -
' 
' '\ ~ 
·,· 
• ~ J·~ 
. 
. ,_ 
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· ... 
. ' . 
-.: 
_.--· ' 
• 
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3 
• 
-use this method never view the students' writing as 
. 
wro~--~nly ·unfii~ished. 
In the process approach to teaching writing, 
.. . 
children •s · re~ision ~f 'their wo.~k · is s-e~s an 
. . . • 
imi>ortant ·cpmponent. Revision refers to ·-the act of 
. changing something that is ·.alreacly d~m~osed.' It may be 
. . ., . .. . ~ · 
' -.,-
the _si.mpl~ cn'anging.,of a letter or th~ 'more complex 
. . , . 
. 
' 0 • " •• • ·• . .. ' 
~emoval; telocation or restructuring of a phrase or 
. . . 
senten~.e! Children' ~how what . j.s imp.od:ant -to th~m in 
. . . 
th~ir writing .bY the · revision.s ,they make.:. Revisions 
--.- should be th'eir ··attempt to convey more clearly their-
int~nded m•a~ing through written.ex~ression; t~erefore, 
. . c " 
- . ' ' a ·ma)or goal of teachers of process -writing is to 
'0 
encourage · child-re·n to make meaningf~l revisions to .their 
• 
work, to see their writing as someth~ng to be reflected· 
p 1!. -
upon, reshaped and reconsidered · until ' their intended 
m~ani~~ is expressed fully. he children should be 
-~ • • ) . . . . -I . 
helped "to see that their wri should not be 
·. 
considered ~s.permanently f' as if it were carve·d _in 
stone •. 
. Computer as Writing TOol . 
I • 
' :;,:.., _. ~.,)# ~ Daiute (1985) ~ommented that writing has become · 
• I ,2· • 
more qhangeable. with 'the change ··.:fri''·wri ting tools. 
''- . 
-
I 
' I o ' • 
.. 
Wr i ti.ng to_ols have always affec·ted the process 
o'f wdting. · .PeopJ.::e have written ·on cave 
. --~allsi animal skin~; clay stone, papyrus, and 
. {laper-.. ~hey have . made th.eir marks o'n these · 
mattrials ~ith aniina·l hairs, :st'icks·, chisel,_-,. 
~ui lls, pr inti~g pre~ses~ns, · penci~~ ~ . · 
- -~~-
.. / 0 , ----...... _ 
· .;•i· . • · .. : ,:_ · .. . ' .·.: :., :'· , ,, . ..,.,. , ,· ' .. 
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typewriters and now computers. (p. xiil) 
. 
Donald Gtaves and his colleagues have·. sho~J'.'I that 
. -teachers and children ca~ work together product i vely in 
Writ~ng classes, and recent ~ork With computers- has 
,.· .•. ~ I 
sug<jested th~t, .as Ef}.e computer makes the writing 
~ {Process- more publ\C for . children, they welcome their 
' I ' ' ~ 
. , . 
1, : 
.'1' 
~ .  
.... 
J . 
,{4 ' '• I ' ' ~1 •( :I \ .,. .... • 
~·! .. ·._. . . 
. . 
. 
teachers into· the collaborative process~-
. ~ . 
-
Daiute sees th~-~com}.Juter as a catalyst for changing 
the writing clas~room from a teacher-~entered room with 
. . . 
lecturei, to a st~dent-centered ~oom with a great deal 
of ~riting going on. In such a s~t tin~, <:hildren and - -. 
teache~s work together; t~ey share tools, ana they 
harness the power of the machine to their own errds . 
~ 
In using the computer as a tool in the wr~t{ng 
class, we exploit its interactiveness· and other ·u·nique 
.. 
. . ' 
capacities. The •tools" mode~ of comput~ng ~n ed~cation 
-is based ·on a cognitive...:developmental appro~ch to 
learning. According to this view, . 
Writers learn to write .by/ writi~g--~by creat'ing · 
. texts, lis~ening to others' re~ction~ to th~{y · 
writing, and revising. · . 
. . •. Bec;:ause we SJp not · ha_ve /:conclusive 
research indicating that using a • · 
wor·d~processing prog·r~m incr.eases writing · 
quality, computers should be· used-:-tn : 
-conjunction witn the more plent i ful t;pols: , 
pencils; paper and dictionaries. Even if word 
pJ6cepsing were found to be relat~d to better 
sco~es on wr-i~ing tests~ the !l_tu~ies waul;! 
probably SQOW that such im~rovement takes 
longe·r than a ~c.Qo.ol · _term (D~iute ; 198.5, p. 
18) • ... . 
. . 
~eclared · their,belief totany ··educators, however, have 
. 
I 
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5 
that the word processor would be an invalu~ble aid in 
' \ 
allowing young writers to more easi.ly make revisions to 
--their work than with ·P.encil and paper., t-hus making that 
" part of the process of writing less onerous ( Daiu te, 
1983, 1985; Crannell and Humes, 1981; Bruce et al., 
• 1985; 01ds, 1985; O'Brien,~84; Shostak, 1984; Madigan, 
. . ' 
1984; Newman, t984~ R~~h~rds, 1985i :withey, 1983; Watt, 
• 1 
1983; Levin an~ Boruta, 1983; Kurth and St.romberg, 1984; 
'~Brp~ley, 1982; Green,. -198·4; Collins, 1983; Kane; 1983; 
Appleby, 1983;. Piper ·, .1983; Schwartz, 1'982; Fish.er, 
. 
1983; and Wheeler, 1985.) 
-- -- . 
, Donald Graves has been quoted as say~ng: 
.. 
The ~esthetics oe editing really bothers kids, 
far ~ore than ! .ever dr~amed wheh I started 
the last study •••. The computer helps ~ith 
~his whole process of adding and deleting 
information--a ·proces~ that is such a hump for 
young and old writers to get· over. Ypu can 
take your manuscript and really chew it up 
without ruining the look of your printed page. 
,At the -same time, of c·ourse, you can keep · • 
files of your old drafts. 
· From a research standpoint, the marvelous 
thing you can do,with a ~omputer is recorq on 
disk -all the changes that a kid makes in the 
process o·f composing. . • •· ; What you can do is 
store the~e changes~ and also ,classify the 
natUre _.Pf the chang·es. · You' 11 have !1 
.marvelous ch~nce to study a writer's 
develop~ent, to look ·at the evolu~ion of the 
kinds of changes ~~' s ·able an~ wil~ ing tcr make . 
in his text .. • • · •. Y9u 'd get the w,hole <.. 
revisiori profile of the writer over ~time 
·(Green, 1984, p. 28) • 
. ~ 
• 
This· study explores the propositions of Graves; it 
investigates ~he · · nature of the revisions that ' a group of 
. ,.. \ . . ,. 
ten y.ear-OldS ffi8de in their Writing 1 haVing expe'r 'ieneed 
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. - ' the process approach to the teach~ng of wr itinq _and 
having had th~ oppottunity to write with the aid of 
coompu ters as writing tools. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Writing \ . 
A stu~y of· the li teratur~ .h~s revea~ed that mo.st of 
t·he e~rly research o~ writing ,: ·(19~5-~Q72) .·involved 
. \ . . . . 
.ex per imenta,l· tlesigns se~king to ' find "good · methods" i n-
. -- . ' 
. . . 
the teachi·ng of wr!t~ng. ·. Only twelve percent of the 
,. 
' 
studies were concerned ~i~h looking at ·what children 
. . 
actually did· when they ·~rote ' ·(Graves, 1984) . 
.. -~ . .. ( } 
Furth~Hmore, much of th~ descr ip_!i ve da'ta· that have · been 
gathered to date on childroen's writi•ng has come ftom 
analyses of children's written products an·Ci not."their 
procoesses. In the past .deca,de, howev~r ~ research on 
composing has shift.~d from ' a fo~.us on ' the · writted'f'li 
prqduct to on~ ~n the writing procets. Recent s~udies 
have ~lao a~tem~ted to · do~~ment 0 c.hil~ren' s compo~if9 
procoe~~es as they ~rite (Lamme and Chi!ders·, 198~) \... 
0 \ 
The Writing Process 
. . 
~arly theori~s of the writing ~rocess ' ofte~ 
0 • 
described the pro.ces~ as linear, in terms of a 
three-stage model cornprisi~planning, wr~ting, and· 
' • 0 
. I 
revising .• · But cur:rent research indicates that these 
models are inaccurate becaus.e-owriting is not linea'rbut. 
\ 
l· 
) . 
' ' · .. \ ' 
. t • ' ' • ~ ~ ~· ' ' - • \ ... 
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8 
) recursive (Humes, 1983). Those linear models, Rare 
·t, 
inaccurate -'Oecause they actually descr'ibe ·th~ growth of ~ 
I 
the writ ten 'product, n'ot the 'inner process of the 
r ~ 
pe'rson producing the product'~ (Flower'and Hayes, 1981, 
I ' I 
p. · 369). As mor~ and more such research inf·_ormation on 
... t ~ ' • 
. 
the writing process has become ·available, teachers 
increas·ingly been expected to be aware of and apply this 
infi'rmati~n in their ·:nstruc.tion ·~n writing and :to.,. 
pr~~~de mo~'e wf'lting practice. 
. . 
' , ,: 
'The recursiveness of the . writing process is also 
de~r.ribed by .~ld (1981) and .'Perl 119?9).' "Planning, 
~ransc r ibing, -~nd reviewing are not one-time processes, 
As 1l~ei~ te~ts. grow. and Change 1\ writers plan, , 
trahscr ibe, and review in irregular pat terns" (Nold, 
I I 19~11, p. 68); . "Composing does not occur in a . ,--strrig~tforwa~~, l~n·ear' f .ashion. The proces~ . is 
acsumulating discrete ·b~ts down on the paper ind then 
wo+in<;J from .those bits ';9- reflect upon, structure, an 
then further develop what one means to say~ (Perl, 
p. 331). 
caJe Studies of the Process 0 •, 
Bec.ause· interest in writing as a process is a 
--re]ati vely recent development: the amount. 
. I . . 
so~ewhat meag~r and consists pr·imarily of 
... 
The earliest stt~dy of the composing 
I . 
coriducted in 1946, when John van sruggen investi 
I 
I • ' I \ .. .. . I I ,., 
.. '·· · .. , , ~:·. _\ 
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' . J 
the rate of flow of words during · composing for 8 4 junior I • 
high $tudents. van eruggen found that •goc/d writers" as 
.., - I 
measured by scores on standardized tests, spent more _ 
' 
time in long pauses; less competent writers paused for 
. " 
.... . . 
briefer intervals. I Additionally, good writers oft~_ri_ : 
.. 
paused before ~hey- wtote whole segment~ o!" text, whi~e 
. -
.. .. ' .. poor writer~ frequently paused before sentence and' 
word.- level tasks. · van Bruggen also discovered · that 
' 
. . . 
stude.n ~s 'liho had mastered the mechanics of writing -wrote 
. . 
.. . . . 
. . . . . . ~ ., 
at a rapid rate between pauses; students who had not 
, ' . . , ~ 
mastered 'these skills wr'--ote more slowly . (see_ Humes ·, 198 3 
for a further descript~on) •.. 
. , 
The _next major. research was undertaken more than 
two decades later by Jane·t Emig ( 1971). Janet -Emig 's 
case study has qr.oad,ened the cqntext ?f invesfi.gation. 
1 Her researcq and the resear9h of Graves ( 1975.), · ans;'l . 
Graves, Calkins and sowers (1978-80) f.ocused 
specifica!ly on what writers did ~uring the composing 
process_. Descriptions were also given of the contexts , 
i -n which the data were gatherec¥~. Although thi s is a new 
--
resear·ch area in terms of a history of writing research, 
I 
• there is growing interest tn _the datt coming f.rom the . 
• sbudJes. Emig 's 'S1:udy is part ~cul~r ly signi-fic;Jt.~ · 
I ' · ·, . 
because it has served as a · prototype for subsequen.~ (. 
. 
project~ • . Emig found that students did litt\ e of their_ 
planning before ~hey began .translating on paper, and 
,.. , 
-<:::'; . . 
l~.J~c·~. ·, , _~ , . ~., ~~·:~ ,. t l ' ~~· ~ . . . I JJ.H ,'.fir- , . , ' 0 • ~ - l I ' ~ ,, ,• . . .. 
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10 
th.ey seldom outlined. \ She also found that students' 
composing pr·oces~es for self-sponsored writ~ng (i,e., 
-writing stude-nts decided to do : themse1 ves, such as 
narrating personal exper ience.s for friends) differed 
. . . I , 
from thot1e for 'school-sponsored writi-ng (i.e., writing · . 
. -· . 
-
assigned by teachers). The students planned longer and 
. . 
re,formulated more for self-spon·sored writi!lg, probably 
, \ . 
because of.., their commitm~nt to .. the task, and they showed 
more· instances of · clearly discernible starting· and I . . . ' 
stqpping behavior. .Emig concluded that students shotlfd 
be '!lowed to · do ~ore self-spon~osred_ writing in order 
to encourge goQ.d writing behavior, such as· planning and 
revising. 
} . 
Mischel (197 4) rep1 icated Emig' s d~sign, with 
similar results~ in his study of a seventeen year-old 
· high school student. His subject paid little attent i on 
to rev ising, although he did spend some time on " 
·/ 
r~order ing -groups of words. 
In Stal1afd' s (197 4) soody, longer planning time 
. ' . 
.. 
di'stinguished the writing process of good writers. He 
-9oncluded that "a major behavioral character-istic of the 
. . 
. 
"" good writer·. is a willingness to put forth effort to make 
communi9ation clearer to a reaqer• (p •. 216) . _ This 
v . 
conclusion was predicated on evidence that the good. 
writers planned more, stopped longer and more frequently 
. 
to review what they had ·written, and revised ~ more than 
•, 
-. 
. ,. 
.. . 
' • .. - ~ . 
. .. . ' 
_, 
\ --
- _ _) 
/ 
\ .. 
~did the poor wr.i ters .• \ 
• 11 
. .. 
In her· ·1979 study, Perl examined the composing 
... 
processes of five unskilled college writers. These 
. . . • , . 
. .
. - -
subjects generally rev.ised to fix surface features such 
: . 
- , 
l·as~e-lling and punc_tuation: Revision _ . · ~ 
- ------ -
T 
. I 
~' .. 
/ 
-· . 
. . ~ .. . 
, , . 
\ •• ' . ' 
Until recently, revision was ignore~d because it w&s 
\ .. 
a cornpo~ent ..... ·of the .. writing process tha~ was not _ 
qVailable for: inspection through traditional rese.arch 
~~ra~~g~es -(M~rray,.l978). Sommer·s <l.98.0) suggests.that 
~he absence of researc.h on revision is a ~4nction of a 
theq_ry_s>f writing whi~h makes revi~~~n. b~t~ superfluous 
· ~-::-- and _ redundant. Writers and textbb~ author~ wh-o -
. .. 
bel'iev.ed t?ey. were dealing ,w))'h revision often ·were 
dealing only ~ith one of ir sub-processes, namely 
editing (Nold,-' 1979). 
' 
studies o.f revision in the, school· setting suggest 
tbat methods used to teach r~ion ·and audience 
~wareness may be incQnsiste~~-- ith cu~ren t · research 
the nature . of the writing proc ss in general _and on 
• 
·:::::::: :::. ::::e:::c::.::::::~l::~ut s:ft t::::::: 
re·ally iS, and .consequently, StUden f::.S may \quat~ . 
revision with -punishment (Emig, 1971; Spear, 1980). 
• 
Teachers may encourage students to revise at 
op 
and 
inappropriate points in th~ writing process (Pferrer, 
.. 
.• l\i ·~~~:~i-6 ~·~~~·.::~ ·~ "·l~ .• j·:)~• ... : . ':d .. . . 
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1980), and students may. c~-nr~ revision and rewriting 
(Burnett~, 1980). Monahan (1984). reported '"'in his study· 
. 
of thetfevisio~ strategies of basic and competent 
writers as they wrote for different audiences, that all 
the writers in the study made most of thei-r evisions 
dur,ing the productions of draf~s. 
" 
The comp 
.· .. ·' I 
w-riters, however, were far more 'likely - than the basic 
• ,. ! 
writers to revise after a draft . was complete. 
Three . nfa"jor mqr~ re~ent studies tre~ted onl; one 
I • • ·~ 
element of composing--the process of revising~ These · 
. . 
studies were .repo_rted1 by ·sr idwell ( 1980) , Faigley _and 
Witte (1981) and Sommers (1980). 
Som.mers (1980") studied the revising behavior of 
twenty freshmen college students and twenty experienced 
adult writers. 
~ 
Each participant produced three essays. 
. 
All drafts were analyzed for the frequenc-y--of .. revision-
, . 
'. rQ{rations (i.e .. , dele~ing, substituting~ding and 
reordering) and for the levels of these o~tions 
(i.e., ·word ·, phrase, -s~ntence, theme). 
• Analysis of the revisions indicated that the. student 
writers did ·n9-t employ e i'ther reordering or adding 
- . 
. operations. Rather, they generally viewed revising as a 
re.wording activity, and one of "their greatest concerns 
was wol."'6 repetition. Although students reported 'tn-ey 
sensed the need for more global revisions, they ~d .not 
learned strategies .for making them. The 
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-exper ien_ce~ wri t.er~ revised mos"t frequently by adding 
and 0•tilg at the sen.te.nce level' although as a group 
they employed all revision ·operations ~t all levels. 
\ I 
Bridwell ( 19~0) examined the rev~ising .of 
' I 
' I 
twelfth-grade, students. The analysis .of their writing -
- . J 
showed that surface and. word-level changes a9cQuntied 'for 
more than· half of the students' revisions. When I . 
s.tudents made· any sentence-level changes, th~y usually 
made multi-sentence revi sfons. Furthermore, the most 
, 
c_hanges were· made while students ,were composin-g the_ 
final d_raft. · ·TJle final revised versions ,·were rated 
. . . 
higher in · quality than were the e~rly drafts, ver if,ying 
_the importance of the revision process. 
· In a similarly des~ned study, Faigley and Witte 
(1981) examined the revising processes of SiX' 
. . 
. inexper·ienced· stuqent wr.i ters, six advanced s-tudent 
-
writers and six ~xpert adult writers. Faigley and Wi:tte 
found that expert wri~ers revised at a higher level than 
did student writers. The inexperienced students 
primarily cor: rected errors and ~ade meaning...:.p'reserving 
chan~es, .. ~ost frequently ~bsti tuting synonym~. 
I 
Advanced student writers made many similar tt 
me~n'ing-preserving changes; however, they also made 
~tructural .changes that altered the meanil)9 of their 
te.xt. Although the expert adult' writer_s made a 
. . 
substantial number· of meaning-preserving changes ~t they 
·. . . ~ 
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also made substantially more changes that affected 
meaning than did either group of student.s. 
,t:'..J--1 .. 
'i :>-· . 
·<-t . The research pr.ovides some important information 
.,. .,..,~~- -_, . 
. ,. =;_~.. . .. 
·abQu't' the composing process. It i odicates that the 
processes of writing are ·recursive and that the 
"(• 
composing _processes of successful writers are @ferent 
from those of unsuccessful writers. Successful writers· 
spend more of their composing time in the planning 
~ . 
process, a!ld they plan -a-hr11 igher· level. Furthermor~, 
. 
successful writers do not consciously :at.tend much _to the 
surface -levels of. their texts as they compose. Rather, 
they are concerned more with global aspects· and thus 
work more on these higher-level elewents when they 
revise. 
Students need to learn how to get beyond an 
eKis .ting text 0:3ereiter and Sc~damalia, 1982). When 
students overcome the idea tha.t the first draft '(s 'the 
. 
only dralt, they become revisers, as is evident from the 
- . ·. J . 
c 
pr-eviously described research of Donald Graves. , 
I 
i?rov iding. feedback on elements in students' text can 
encourage students to · change text and 'can provide them 
with insights on 
Peer c.ri tics can 
how ,the"ir writing can be improved. 
( 
alsJ provide feedback that will help 
1!>, 
students· make effective revisions. 
---
Re.visions of Youn 
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students, notably the woEJs.. of Flower and Hayes · 
: . . -~ ( 1979-80), Sommers ( 1980) , and· Perl ( 1979·). Donald 
Graves (19&'4) wrote: 
Far mo·r.e needs to be done with younger 
· childrer:t: We need _more information on child ... 
beha1lior.s and · decisions during the process, 
'·rather than through· sp~culation on' child .· 
activity during writing from wxitten prod~:~cts. 
alone. {p. 9.3) -f · ·· ' · 
· ri;/ study of .primary ·school stud.ents was c-onducted by 
. . . 
~ra-ves an~. hi(4 associat~s calki~s and ~owers ( s~e 
Grave.s, ~ 1983~ 198~kins 1980, 1.983; Sowers · l981). 
.. - The researcl)erS" s~nf th~ee years. (1978-1980) Stu~ying­
th'e writ'ing of students in' gtades one t~ four. These 
students engaged · in extensive ~riting· · practice that 
iost~'red their composing abiii-ties. Children were 
--- -~ 
observed before, during and after writing ·activities in 
. ~ 
their r;egular classr poms 1 and. the researchers kept 
detailed recordS Of the StUdentS I W[i ting behaViOrS,. 
Tl:l~ res·e-arc.hers_ • reports on the behavior of the 
' . 
young writers in the Graves prOject provide a rich 
. r. 
source of data on the_ cofl)posing · process; Redrafting was · 
. -I 
particularly t:!Viden_t when teact)ers discussed the 
compositions with thei·r student ·authors ' (i.e. 1 
CO_nfe'rencing·) and ~hen students WE!re encouraged to read 
• 
and discuss .other 'students~ wri:ting. The focus on 
-----;4:~ision he~P~.d ~tud~nt_s . to 
an.~. o'f' c:l:~rity and cc;>he~ion 
revision skills. The first 
~ 
develop a sense of· audience 
as well as to acquire -
revision skills chat 
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, 
students mastered were mechanical changes such as 
correcting spelling and punctuatioon. Al'the,y became ' 
.. -- . ............... 
• . ?. • ~
.more confident with the mechanical aspects of writing, 
• 
the students revised content,. ~dd~ng information and 
~-.._whore te~ts. Furthe.rmore, the more the-' 
. ... 
s draf'ted and revised, tflelmore prof icie~t they 
became at writing. · O \.. 
,.. . ~ ' --
• J 
R. D .. Walshe ( 1961) . repotted on Q.onald Graves visit 
:.. . . ... . 
,.-
to Australia and 'his speech at the Third International 
Confs.t""ence on the.rTeaahing of ..,prtglish, August, 198 0. He 
~ 
quoted .Graves as ha vipg said: . 
' Writing only truly becomes writing in 
~c..evision. A professional \P first draft is 
o~-t-en' not much better than · anyone'else•s. It 
is ;:hiefly in revision·.that th~ professi.onal' s · 
e--~~erience and craftmanship- shbw ••. . • Youn~ 
. W'titers need to l~arn ·a whole repertoire for 
messing up their first dr~fts as they .. change 
piec~s, insert; · take out, . reorganize. When 
children stop erasin9· and instead cross out, 
draw lines and arrows, \ or change· handwriting 
from careful printing to a functional sctqWl 
(knowing .this to be only a draft r they :;how 
aw~rene~s that ~raft writing i~ tem~orary, • 
malleable, meant to · be changed. (p . 1:3) 
• Revision, however, presents an aesthetic barrier. 
\ 
appearance of the . paper. T~ts _occurs even in rooms 
' I 
where . teachers stress lining out or drawing arrows as a 
revising prQcedure. " Childr~n erase t:>ecause they want 
..... , '· , 
• the. text to- be right the first time. 
. , r 
' 
The fQllowing summary of the Graves' team's 
.preliminary findings on revision -may prove to be 
• 
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use-ful to some readers as background information for 
• ~'rof T 
. \ "' . 
this study <.see Whlshe, 1981, p. 62). 
·~ 
~. Childre~ revise•in other such as 
block building, dr.awing and pai ti119 before 
they revise in wr(ting. 
demornrtrat~ an '>Veral'l learning .s 
r_evisjpn in. one · a tea are more li"kely eo 
... ' ' . .. .- ---de~onstra~.e it .in ~nother such .~s 'wr\t~ng. 
. .., . 
2. ·When -childrE;n try ·a new. approach to· writing; 
. '• . 
' . . . 
- _. ~ther areas 'il) whfch tt)ey ·h~ve ·been compe,~~n.t . 
may suffer temporarily. 
3.'Beginning writ~rs do not revise. Getting the 
' • 
•.e.. 
.• new· .s~ep down fSe.:..enougl'l . 
.....____ . 4. E~~l-~ i~ :i; i .ting is often impressionistic·. 
' ' . 
\ . 
Chi~dren pu~ words d~w~ fo~ a~ertai~ feeling . 
.. Fe~l_ings are revfsed oniy if the ch'ild 'senses 
• • .• lo 
th~ feeling is · ~not · 'accur.:ate; 
. . . .. .. 
5. Invent.ed "~pelllngs .~o· through ·stages o.f 
de~elopmen~ alqng witri the child. They· fall · 
' . into different classifications~-first 
• # .·- ' .. 
inventions, words ·in transition, stable 
inv.~ntiqns, sigM:' words.. Words 'th-at ·are mo~e­
stable, as in stable invent ions · ·an_d si9'ht 
. . 
. word~, are' more likely t'o be· ... revised. 
~ . . ' ~· 
. ,, 
· 6. Towar·d - the end of t,he ·primary · years many 
" children re·ach a po~n~ of equili.brium when 
• ( i 
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handwriting and s·pelling probl~m·s are .behind 
• 
them and ~essages flow ~asily onto~the ~aper " 
Children d9 not revi~e these messages. ~ 
7. Eight~y~a~ld c·hfldren fino it easi.~r ·to -tg, 
.J ~ • ' 
revise topics abou~rso~a1 _e.xperi:nce~ than 
~the ~-xperiences .. qf .o.th~.rs. They flnd it 
"· ea's' ie~ to recall t 'heir own experiences than 
. · 
. ' 
·>'a. Revi~io.n begins when. c.hildren cboose thei'r ·.own 
• • • •' .J • 
· ,· topic-s. Children ~t:to quickly arrive at a 
. - _.---
o I 
number of topiGs·, lea.rn to exclude some· t-op.ics 
. . 
and write on others, are learning to revise. 
9, . Child.ren who can quickly J. ist ~erson~l . topics 
' for writing, and writ~ a series of ·leads about 
the same s~bje4 , · demon:~ rate· a strong '· 
' ' 
.ca·pa'city for re.vision . 
.. 
'\ . ' ~ 
10 .' Peer audiences have· an .effect on ~hild.:ren' s 
. . 
revision ah~ their use . of new approaches to 
the w~i t ing process . .. ·· . .' . 
. . . 
·i • 
' .,. . . 
· 11. Teachers· can play a significant role in 
I • 
. , 
releasing a child'~ ~ ·pGtoent ial for rev is ion. 
o • I 
.~ . I • . ~ t .. 
12. When ~h .. ild_rep ?o long~ · e,rase, bu~ cro~s out, · 
draw 
. I • 
l.i,.ne.s an~ arr.ows ·for new informat'ion 
. 
arrangements, or c~ange their handw~iting to a 
scrawl, t -hey .indi.cate. a· ch~nged view toward' 
. . . 
words.. Words, for these .. children · ar..e now 
I' 
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• 
temporary,. mallea}?le, orrclay"-li.ke. The words 
. 
can be ·cbanged until tqey evolve. towar~ the 
right~meariing fo~ these c~ildren. 
l3. Children who wri~e ~apidly are mqre likely to 
. 
tevi·se in large:r units and sustain a single 
com~osition for. a longer p~rro·d of time than . 
those who write slowly. 
Computers as Writing Tools 
., 
The study of ch.ildre~ '·s interactions \11th --computers 
. ., 
is a relatively.re~ent phenomenon~ 0 The assertion of 
• 
Papert (1980)_· that the _oomputer ~nvironment may enhanc~ 
· logic~tl· thougbt sparked much o'f the cur rent research on 
~ 0 
the impact of the computer on children's cognitive 
dev~lppment. This research was aided by the 
~' introd~ction of such computer software as Bank Street 
.. ~' .. . 
Writer'· . which ease.d the, child's access to the computer. 
Wolf ('1985) :wrot~ that resea.rchers working on 
' compu~er learning have had ~to reexamine questiQns about 
the focal Qr generalizable nature of human thinking 
I 
·skills by ask'ing-..:wneth~r .. an ability, such as coml'uter 
. ' ' 
programming, ie. a,n isojated . skill or a fac:t of some 
brdader planning a_bil i ty·. Wolf proapsed that certain 
· ~ 
.... 
characteristics of word proce~ing, such as easy, rapid 
< 
input· and' cut-anq.-paste' options may release· writers from 
• 
·drudgery and in so doing reveal dimensions ~f the 
. writ t ng processes that were almost invi~ible in the 
, r 
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past. 
Benefits ~f Writing witn · a Computer 
Daiute (1982) identille~ several reasons why 
I 
writ~ng on computers seems to · benef'i t child reD.: 
1. ·Less) co.ncern ·about maki~g mistakes· 
. ' 
2. Texts look better 
'· 
'3 .· Fewer motor-contrCi>l preble~ 
4. StUden~s produce longer papers 
5.. Students revise m6re 
• 
Piper (1983J point~d out sev•ral qualities of 
,. 
w;lting with th~ microcomputer which make it a viable 
.. 
-
. .. 
tool for writing instruction. Among these qualities are 
the foll~ng :. · 
11. Enhanced student motiv~tion and interest 
J 
2. Enhanced student awareness of the manipulative 
quality of language 
3. Increased likel~hood of student revision of 
' 
} ·.writing ·. 
4. The provision of immediate feedback through 
.print-outs and' spontaneous interaction with video 
display 
5. ~asy stotage an~ ready availabi~ty of actual 
ft . 
student writing samples · · 
.. ' 
·,. ..-
Cronnell and Humes· ( 1981, p . 2) wrote," •what 's 
especially valuable abQut a word processor is all the 
. . 
things . you can do with yo~t text ~fter you've typed it 
., 
d 
.. . 
" 
I t 
' ' 
... : ~.:: . 
....... 
;,,._ .. l 
j '. 
... .., 
I ' 
-·· ) 
'·· 
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.(or while you' r.e typing it). • 
You can delet~ text--from a single letter up 
to a page or ~ore. When you've deleted 
;something, the text closes up so-that you 
can·• t even tell there's been a qel•t ion • . 
Similarly,_ you · can insert any. amount of text, 
and the word processor accommodates the added 
text. You can also rearrange text. For 
. instance, you! decide that you want to move a 
· paragraph; with a _few simple operations; you 
can move that ·paragraph anywh~re you want it 
(even into the middle of another paragraph) •. 
With a word processor you can also do minor 
~things l~ke chang~ capitals to· lower-case ·a~d 
vice versa. Then a(ter .you•ve m,de your 
changes., you can pri-nt ' out yo_ur· final text . . the 
way you·' .want· jJ. • If . you don • t 1 i ~e what comes 
out, you cart go back,and ·change ~ome·more~ In 
o~her words, the word prQcessor is a great 
machine for revising (Crannell and Humes, 
19 81 ,· -P L 2-3 .) ~ 
I ' i ' 
In his now classic .Mindstorms, Papert -~1980) wrote: 
~ 
For most children rewriting a text ~s so 
laborious that the first draft is the final 
copy, and the skill or rereading with a 
critical eye is never acquired;; This ch~nges 
dramatically when children have access t~ 
computers capab'e of manipulating text. Th~ 
first druft is composed at the keyboard. 
cor'rections are. made easily. The current copy: · 
is always neat and, .. ticfy-. - ·r' qa,ve:·se~n a chil¢. 
move from t·.otal reject'ion of writing' ..... ,to an_.,/ 
i9tense involvement (accompanied by r~pid . 
improvement of quality) withiw a few weeks of 
b.eginning to write with a computer· .. (p. 30) 
' : 
/ 
Writing with a word processor has many advantages 
(Newman, 1984). It allows·writ~i:s · to b.eco~e more 
-- -- · ~ -
I 
willing to take risks, to be tentative about meaning ~or 
longer, to consider organization and word choices ·more 
.. 
~, 
freely than ever before. What this means is that · 
!hildren (llnd adults, too) can ·learn I ' great deal aQout 
language and the writing process·each time they engage 
I 
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!n writing. 
Revision 
Considerable research (reviewed in Gentry, 19aor-
has indicated that revision is one of the m9sh important 
r 
parts of the composing process. But research has also II 
indicated that students do not re'ceive ~ery much 
instruction on the ., re.vising process and that they do not 
. 
- revise very much (Applebee, 19~1; . B~mberg, 1978; Ho~tker 
. ~ 
.- . 
and B.rossell, .1979; Murray; 1978). one reason that 
students do not revise · is -that 1 t is a lot of w~rk .. It 
is · easy enough to mark up a paper with all the · 
changes--crossing off, drawing linas to ·moye pieces, and , ~ 
---
inserting· new information. But it is quite another 
matter to recopy the whole paper. It is a very time 
consurningf tedious and unrewarding task. 
-R~yisin rd Processor 
2) stated that word processing 
' program~ · hflP alleviate· the painful process of rewriting 
,.--· 
bec~use revisions, deleti.ons, gene·ral corrections and 
. . • . - _.... . I 
even movement Of -blocks Of teXt are made With relatiVe 
By allowing learners to generate language 
~ithout the ~~n~lty of recopying or re t yping, 
tea·chers can encourage student's to be ·more 
reflective and to employ more decision-making 
\ 
·about how. to. communicate ideas. Th~ writing 
act no longer need be largely a mechani cal 
one: With the mechan i cal p.rocess made easier. 
·by .the microcomputer, students .. c·an a ·fford to . 
· .become mo're .creative and · discriminating ~n the 
:generatioq and e~pression of ideas (Schwartz, 
. } 
: . 
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1982, p. 27). 
With a word proceasor, the work of revision is much 
easier. Maj6r.and minor changes can be made withoat 
having to reco~y. ' The changes take place/right before '~ 
... your eyes, and you can read your ~lean revised text 
immediately. 
can be fun. 
• 
In fac~, with a word processor, revision 
.., 
Piper (198~) indicated that in order for the 
.---~ computer-tool' to be used most · effect! vel:Y, it is. 
. .. 
' . 
. · ~ 
··~ ' 
' .. 
-(, 
•important that stud~nts understand the processes b~hind 
the re~isions they make. ww!thout proper .~nstruction, 
student papers may improve mechanically • but may 
not improve in content (Piper, 19~, p. 5). Schwartz 
r 
.. '?.9 ~2 ~ - Called thiS pe.'nomenon. R__smokescreen r~V iS iOn W anrd 
cautioned Ehat_~e~ching students to strive for substance 
._,., 
in content is a role the teacher must fill. 
Word processi~g is being used to free people from 
. . 
the laborious revision and cleanup work needed in 
w~iting and thus to encourage them to focus on ideas and 
the · playful use of language rather than'on the 
mechanical aspects of written language (McWi~liams, 
V ' 
1982; Paisle~ and Chen~ 1982). 1 
MicrocompUters may prove extremely useful in the 
study of writing precisely because of their power to . 
. .. . . . 
\ . . . . 
teveal·editing behaviors (bai~te, 1984; Papert, 19go). 
' ..... . . . . . . 
. .. ,.,;~,r . 
·: '?. Because elec-h'onic text is endlessly fixable, 
wr.i.ting at a microcomputer can occur in a· 
I ' 
I . ,• ~: .. : . .-.--=- · . - - . .. : , _.... -. • ' ~ - - - . '• • ' • 1, 
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. 
climate of ri~k tak~ng. Since nothing a 
writer does is irreversible, it is safe to try .• 
a new word or to attempt a rephrasing. 
Moreover, microcomputer software makes text 
not only, fixqble but flexible. Unlike static 
text, in which la~ge-scale . editing is clumsy, 
electronic t~xt can be reshuffled, expanded, 
·or contracted with relative ease •.•• Thus, 
microcomput~rs make it possible for fairly 
young writer~ ~o attempt !radical forms of 
... edi tinf!f on their own .works in progress. In 
this way, microcomputers cr•ate the 
~ppor~unity to analyze a very revealing level 
of editing behaviors1 even in relatively y9ung 
~-writers· (Wolf, 1985, p •. ~9-40). 
The- Study of ,Revising with~ Computers~ ~ 
~aiute {1984) commented: 
Revising is @n interesting cognitive activity 
to study because it is difficult, and ~ny 
writing researchers and teacher& have found it 
to be important. Children's revising 
behaviors offer ev~deace of cognitive 
processes. As children revise their writing, 
we can see evidence of their intellectual 
development, such as the ability to reflect on 
their own thought processes, and e~idence 
suggestive of effective writing instruction 
.. 
[models. 
The computer seemed to be an appropriate 
tool for stimulating revis i on because word 
processing progr~ms allow writers to· change 
their texts py giving commands rather than by 
rec.opy.ing·;. tyoung writers usually report that 
writing is easier on a computer because •you. 
don't have to recopy•; •recopying · hurts your 
......._ hands and is. boring.• (p. 132)· 
\. 
The interactiveness of program commands and- -
messages heighte ns writers~ sense of the audience . 
(Daiute, 1983) • ~ . Some researchers have reported tliat ·· 
displayfng word processing commands for deleting or 
. . 
moving J:ext can suggest to young writers that they 
revise. (~Daiute, 19B4). 
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In a stud~ ipvolvlng eleven and twelve year-old 
writers· as wel~ as ,.....hl.rteen to fifteen year-olds·, Wolf 
· (1985, p. 45.) reported that the younger writers made 
revis~ons only when they came upon •glaring errors or 
discontinuities.• Furthermore, Wolf commented.that ' 
. 
witho~t explicit revision time or prompting, •line 
I 
editing• (Graves' 1978) was the rule. Even when 
proof~eading their narratives, both grcups of writers 
... - - · 
confined,themselves ~argely to upgrades at the level o~ 
' 
.individual words or phrases. The older writers in that 
I 
study also made two other types of minor revisions. 
• lo 
First, they del~ed words and phrases in order to make 
their writing ~ore compact and second, they attempted 
l ome within-sentence reorderings. ~ • J ~~ 
· The research on writing and revision indicates that 
a majo~ dlfference between ikilled and. unskilled writers 
lies in th~ way in which they edit their : texts (Beach, 
1976~ s6mmers,.l91ff). Poor ~~iters appear to make 
changes only at the wbrd level, whereas better writers 
consider· the overall effect of their document, · inserting 
and deleting large segments of t~xt ~~fore combinipg the 
sentences for; w~'d-level errors . (Wolf, 1985). 
Wolf al~o poi·nted out that when young writers are 
asked to insert additional story material, they 
_.,. -- .. 
at SUbdiVision boundaries Within their narrativ,s. 
typical!~ adq material ~t the beginning, ~t the end, or 
\ 
' , 
\ 
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Moreover, they usually add new events qr di~loque 
instead of expandinq on existinq events. In contrast, 
.. 
adolescent. writers were found to add_ ~at.e,ial at any 
number of_points within the text. Older ~~ers i~s~rt 
te~t, that thickens the portrayal of individu~vents C) · 
.· 
and that often multiplies the ties to e~rlier portions· · 
of the text. 
The. tendency of many itudents to concentrate their 
' 
revis.ion. efforts at surface arid word lev.els has be·en . 
. confirmed by studies -of the writing ·proces~ ( B~idwell ., 
1980; Perl ~ - ,..1979 ), . 
Bruce, Michaels arid Wats6n~Gegeo (1985), in their 
research involving t .he QUILL writing so£ tware, repor te,c;l .. 
' . .. 
on the value of word processing as ·a factor in learning 
to write insofar as it allows ~ase of revision and the 
........ 
ability to read printed output easily. They also 
~omment on , what appears to be another very important 
factor in the writing process: 
.. 
. 
T.he most important impact of microcomputers on· · 
writing may be changes 'in the larger classroom 
writing "system• ·rather than changes in· the 
technology of · writi,!lg (e.g-:-;- s~e2._, printed . 
output, ease of revision). In "m~ling 
around" the computer waiting ' for their turn to 
get on, students read each other's writing and 
interacted over. it • . These interactions 
affected both the content and form of student 
writing. Similarly, peer interactions during 
writing on tbe computer, student ~ccess to 
other students' work stored in the computer~ · 
,·. and progr~ms like "Mailbag• iri which students 
send ~essages to each other, . can affect 
·-students -' understanding of purpose in writing, 
and ~J;ir sense of audierce. (p. 1~7) 
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~ 
Madigan (1984)~ in drawing from some of his earlier 
writing, summarized the case study research that had 
been done on the composing process as he saw it when 
students compose with pencil and paper. 
When giv~n topics -under in-class conditions, 
·students start writing within 2-3 minutes, 
plan and revise text during pauses while they 
wr'i te·, and after.wards minimally correc"'t 
grammar, mechanics, punctuation, and spelling 
before recopying. The visible, larger stages· 
of their composing process appear a~ a l~near 
series of steps,-~nd the products emerge 
se.quentially •· What th~y compose firs'·t 
generally appears· first in their final drafts; 
what th~y co~pose ~ast general!~ a~~ftars last. 
Student writers do not generally -reorganize or 
rethink their 'text. They complete a paper in 
30-50 minutes. . · / 
When revising, students us~lly work at · 
.·.. the sentence ·level. ~T .. ~.,!!Y c9rrect spelling. 
· They subs tute words and rnsert o'r delete . 
phrases d punctuation ma~ks4 Occasionally 
' they in rt or delete whole sent~nces. 
Someti s 't·hey rearrange sentences. Seldom do 
~::~,i:::!:;a~:!e~: ~!r::~~ra:~:o~~o~::e~fdo 
they re-think a pape'r, re-see it i 'n the se'nse 
of re-vision, and ch'ange. their text 
~ccordingly (Madigan,· 1984, p. - 1~·5). 
When student~ get on a computer,' at first they seem 
•. 
to do what they' have always done. Initially they think 
of the cQmputer in traditional terms. In one study . 
(Ka-ne, 19~3), eight_h graders changed spelling,·adped, • 
. . . 
deleted or substituted words and phrases, and altered 
_punctuation. Th~y spent more time_ on . the~papers but 
did not chan~ their revision strategies. The fi r.st 
paragraph they composed appeared first in th~ir 
final dr~ft~ 1 the last pa\agraphs " appeared last. 
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The process was linear and the prod~ct sequential, 
Change! ~ere initially cos~etic. 
~~ -- J But as students discover ' what 'word proce~ors can 
I do, their ·processes start changing. The tools shape 
tfiem further (Madigan, 1984). 
~ . 
Kan~ (1983) noted that all fiVe eig~th gta~, . pupils 
deleted sentences and . paragraphs. That kind of revision 
is ' unus~al for . school · writers. · Kane ihferred thaf the 
. '' 
· ~upils felt t~eii prose was mer~ trans!ent 'qn a word 
processor than in handwritten co.py. While all the ,·: 
pupils repc;>rted t~at they._ never · volunt~~,y reo.rganiz.ed 
their handWritten texts, four of the· five redefi--;ed or 
... 
rearranged paragraphs. Bradley ( 1982) noted simi.lar 
r~suits. Children aged ~even to sixteen first wrote 
more often and wrote longer papers, then edited surfac~ · 
features, then edited and .reorgani~ed to clarify . 
meaning. . . ~. 
. lt is ·imp~rtant to ~emembe~, h.,wever, .·that 
students• composing processes vary with a number of 
. , 
factors: ._(i.) the time they have for wr i t'ing, ( i i) who 
. . . 
_decides they. ·wilGite, (iii) ,how _ intellectually mature 
. . 
they are, (iv) what they have written before, (v} what 
• 
they are to ~rite now ~nd (vi) what the teacher does to 
belp (Madi9an, 1981). Like their pen and paper 
. . " -
process~~,. students• computer processes will ~ometirnes· 
'J } . / 
'be-productive, and sometimes not~ 
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-> 
The motivational aspects of writing with a computer 
reported by B~an (1983), ~rad1ey· (19~2), Daiute (~9B3) 
and Schwartz (1982) were confirmed by the que~~ionnaire 
responses of the students in the class studied here . 
Madigan wrote that~comput~rs contribute •physical 
"' dis~ance• to ~he s~~ts' more extensive revision 
strateg-ies. That physi~l distance then contribut'es to 
aesthetic 'distande. Sincie the ci~mputer-p~odu~ed te~t is 
less ~art of -us, we tee! freer\ to ~ritiq-ue and revise 
it, . •so rather than te~~ as s~one o~;q~ickdry cement, 
· it's more like wet sand, ready to c,hange with whatever 
' . 
electroni~ wave we may send its way• (Madi~an, 1964, p. 
146) . 
It has been found that - learners seem to have had 
little difficulty in learnin~ how to use a word 
processor when the emphasis." has been o.n exploring the 
....... " 
meaning of what is being Mritten and not on th~ 
t~ch~ology itself (Newman, 1984}. 
Writ:.ing on ·the microco~puter seems to. cause the 
elimination of the •end-of-the-paper, end of the story 
Syndrome• since there is rio . vi~ible en~ of the paper. 
Since they se~ . ~o paper, they are not cu~d in for 
. ' 
closure. · This is probably 9ne reason why children w~ite 
longer teX't .. (Ja~o~ ,' - 1984). 
Kleiman and Humphrey (1982) reported that learning, 
dis~bled. chil~ren seven to sixte~n ye·a~;s of age, tnany of 
·' . 
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' ' whom had refused to do any kind of writi~g, began 1· 
writing enthUsiastically when permitted to use word 
processors. 
~ 
The most immediate result is~hat stUdents 
want to·' writ-e more often- and produce longer 
compositions. Teacherst} young children have 
·reporte,d that ·the· length of the average essay 
doubles: The next c~n e occurs when the 
children become famil1ar with the editing · 
· capabilities of the word processO"r,.. Ffrst they 
start being · more·c~reful to correc~ping, · 
spel~ing, and punctuation errors. Then they 
begin to change words and sentences. Finally 
~hey . learn to reorganize the material, moving 
· ~dding, and tleleting large sections of text. 
~They no longer just edit for details, but also 
pay more· attention · bo t~e meaning of ~deas and 
'the order of presentation (Kleiman and 
Hu~pHrey, 1982, p. 96). 
. -
Daiute wrote that computers could help reduce the 
. ... 
constraints faced by writers be~ause,of the ~~ility qf 
the computer to store lots of information, correcting 
spelling, recopying and reformattiqg text. Let~ing 
I 
y 
computers do this ._.,_typ~ of work,· "Wr-iters free themselves 
for thinking (Daiute, 1983J. \ 
.' .. .-
Collins (1983) reported on a study done · lnvolving 
fifth-grade children. It was found that children ~sihg 
' . 
a word processor paid m~re attention to low-level 
editing -skills sue~ as punctuation, capitalization, an~ . 
spelling;- and made great~r: use of · the di?tionary. This 
was especially striking among child~en witH spel~ing 
. t . 
diffi'culties. " st·udents noticed errors more when the 
printing is' on a scr~~n rather than hand written. ~ I~ 
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' , , 
~~ I 
was also repo~ted that the chiadren who b~de!ited m6st 
were the one·s who had problems with nea t'ness and 
s~elling. It rs~ not the children who are most gifted 
. ' 
that benefit most; rather it is the~ones who have the 
. . . 
most .dif f i~ulty in. learn1.~9 to ~r i ~e th~f, bene f i ~ m;,s~ . 
Teachers Make the Pifference 0 • } · : ' 
· Kane ( 1983) points out that t:nless ·students nave 
. . . .. 
·standards of good writing and can. ·evalulrte ·and revi~e~ 
... , 
' 
their own ·work in terms o~ ·these standards, changes ~ill 
I 
f 
'\ 
not be improvements. A major conclusion of Kane•s _study 
9f ~ighth~graders who used word proce~s~rs was· that · 
-.....,. 
initia~ly stud(mts~.assimilate the technology to their 
: ~ ' 
model for composing.: They ':}Se it as they ·use p~per and" 
pencil. Produc.t~on is P.~imaril-lt li-fl~r:_: . ana sequential'._ 
v' • 
Most · r~visi6ns are corrections in ·spellipg and 
punctuat.im'l, though occasionally a single word or phrq.se 
is inserted or 'replaced. Kane (1983) suggested that 
.. although writing ski!ls d~velop~- asj students comil'unicate 
\ : ' ' I ';\ I"' 
0 
\ . - .. 
through writing ·, · th~ word pr.oce'ssor may prove to be a · 
. 
' 
' . 
·'* ' 
( 
useful curricular tool. With a tool· that eliminates the ~ 
·' 
tedious recopying that is now pa~t of tevising, ~students 
. "" . --···· 
may be eager .to. develop stra-tegies .. to evaluate and 
improve their texts .• 
\ ~ 
Applepy ( 1983) W'rote ~hat it is in· ·rev is ion ~that 
. ' ff 
the. microcomputer offers most to us ·in the··. teaching of. 
I• 
~ . 
·,, 
writing. Being able to r~work material~ withou~ 
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\._,_ retyping each time allows a · wr'iter to come ~los.er to 
:. 
-
seeing the words as a · reacer sees toem while still 
' ' 
WOrkihgAaS a Writer and thiS \Sa ffiqjOr goal Of all Of 
~ ' 
us who teach wri~ing (Appl~by, 1983) . 
.. 
p. 
.. 
' 
lz:i ' commenting on 
• • ; • \ I t • 
curren~ re~earch ,· Wheeler . ( 1¥5, 
. . -
58). wr.ote: 
.., '"' . ' 
Not surprisingly~ 'current research indicates ' 
tbat · wi~hout prop~r teachfng, inexperienced 
wri.ters do not irnprove .their"'Writing byf"using 
\ ' " 
\ . 
. ·a ·~o~d processor. In f~c't, t~es·~ W..Jiter s·. are 
~omt1rnes fooled :by the lllusiod ·of~he 
professional-looking copy • . · They tend to 
compo.se long.er doc"uments and. revise more 
frequentli~ B~t ' their revi$ions focus on· 
~aking changes at the word level, wh.ich don't 
: ' 
.necessarily add to the quality of t~e text. 
. '• 
On ravision Hocking· .a.nd ·v.~enies.ky ( 1 ~3, ~. 8) 
wrote: • l . ' 
. . 
Once the revision tlallD gets rolling, ·-rt" i"s 
catching. When students star~ to . change 
wor~ing an~ see how easy i~ is to mov~.words 
around, they wan~ to kee~going. The~ get 
very .critical and . some, fortunately, en'd .up ·. 
changing all the. :wording -in a. paragrap·h . or ·· 
complet.e~y 'Ceth~nkin.g" the original .version. 
Whel\.. less<. motivated ·· students se.e those aro_und, 
thert\'-busily deleti.ng, add.ing, and moving · . 
words, the~,are prodded by peer ri.r~ssure to . ; 
try. Many find ~t.hat revision . i:s .less P4inful ' · · 
than they . tho'u,ght. · · · 
·swilma Bell <] 9~ ); .wrote that revision ~ean~ much 
, oL 
more t.han··correcting circlled sp_elling ·er.rors and 
') 
rewr l ting Sentence,S.: ffifl,:r ked·. II aWkWard'' o 
., 
She believed that 
' I ' 
revision i's the .area ·in ·which ·to· build sk.iils that · lead. · 
' ' . 
nons of gdod~-not · ~ust correct, bu~ ~ffe?tiye--writing." 
··~ . 
. ' 
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co~rect is not only too low a standard ~or writin~: it engages the writer on too low a ' 
·• cognitive level. Effective writing requires 
th~ writer to mov~ up to the highest levels of 
cognitive activity. 1 
The word processor can be used to free 
the writer to climb up the cognitive scale; 
the~e are word processor utilities that will 
~, support the wri te'f' s performance :at .. the'tJ.evels 
of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. . 
. ( Be 11 1 19 8 3 , p • 2 0 ) 
wo:d processing. progr,ams, ·uoqlike either grammar or 
"fr it ing .. ass·istapce CAL; combine te~hnology w'i tq the 
... 
talents of teach~rs' ln ~osterin9 the wtitlng cra£t 
(Miller, 1984). Authors such as Graves ( 198·3) advocate 
. . ' 
a master/apprentice relatipnship between teacQer an~ 
I 
pupil,where the _student is led through multiple drafts 
to a polished piece of writing .. 
Word pr~cessors carry no explicit o'r implicft 
. ~: 
theory of how the writing process should be fostered . 
.. 
~; The ~ord proces~or · would appear ~o facilitate a whole 
\ 
... 
•, .... 
language approach to writing (Miller, 198~). 
If ch~ldren revise just because they are told to 
revise, they will no~ find out what good writing is all 
about. suc9essful ·writing requi~es a sens~ of purpos~ 
._ ... and .a vision of an audience . . C,hildrep should learn to 
1 
realize that r~vising is ·needed because the~ have not· 4 
.· ,•. 
got~en across their ideas ·to a particular audience. The 
A... compu_ter ~tself does not' teach· this attitude toward 
revi~orr) but it does make ·revising a· lot easier·. 
fl}eachin·g -the stag~ at which children know what th~y mean 
/~~~·~ ~ . ; . ' . ' 
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• 
and want to write it requires a good teacher who creates 
-a sense of audience. The oomputer is only a tcol: the 
teacher is the guide. 
Donald 'Graves states that the point ~t which 
children sense the gap between their wo)~~~ and th:eir. 
intentions is a ~ucia·l breakthrough i~n writ ing~-a 
. 
breakthrough that a c9mpu ter can advance . . 
Research has for a long ~e suggest.ed that to 
improve writing; one needs to write7' For 
several' reasons, all of them well .. knowri to 
· experienced classE:oom teachers, it is 
difficult: fc>r students to proqU'ce the number 
·and variety of composition assignments 
necessary. current reports sugges't that the 
-use of ·~ord processi..,tl~in t~acq~ng .w.~~ti\ng is. 
beginning to · enco~;.irag students· to compose 
more and longer texts Although there is no 
clear-cut ·evidence yet that students a r~ .. 
wri~ing better( the motivatj.on to write is 
high, and stud·e:mts • affective responses to 
writing .assi'gnments are positive (Shostak, 
.198'4, p. 9L 
I!) 't}n -i~terview reported in Classroom Computer 
Le'arning, Donald Graves said, 
I ' From a research standpoint, the marvelous 
thing you can do with a computet is . record. on 
. 'disk all the changes that a kid makes in the 
process of composing. . . • What you can do is 
· ·store these changes and also classify the 
nature of .. th~ changes. You'll have a 
marv~~ous chance to s·tudy a writer's 
development, to look- at: the evolution of the 
kinds of changes he's able and willing to ma~e 
in his text" (in Gre.en, 1984, p. 28) .. 
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CHAPTER 3 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. AND OVERVIEW OF PROCEDURE 
Statement of the Problem 
,. It has been_ shown that curr.ent:_ s~holar).y writing 
. points to _revision as being one of the -most important 
• • I • • 
but least taught ·a·speGts of.' children • s wr i ~ i~g. Even 
when children do revise their work, research indicat~s 
t.hat revi~ions . are generally at only a superficial 
level. . . ·Once a draft is written, changes are difficult 
. . .. ·. 
' to make without tedious recopying. Students tend to see 
the first draft as the final drafL 
Recent, reports on_ the use of wJrd processors in the 
writing process point out the e~se "with which stud1!nts 
l , 
may make higher level rev-isions such · as additions, 
deletions or r~arrangement of material. There has b~en 
' ' . . ) . 
re!ati vely lit t~ research, how~ver, of the revision 
\ 
processes of young writers who use word processors. 
Even less research-- has been of t _he case:..study variety 
~ .. 
whereby individual students are observed to• determine 
writing behavior while they write\using word processors. 
· Research to date h(\s been (a)' product r.ather than 
process oriented, and (b) with older students. 
. ' 
Sin~e relatively J.it tle ·research into the writing 
process us·ing word processors has been done, e_specially 
•  
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36 
at the levei ·of the elernenta•r y school, the use of word 
t 
processing programs ·on microcomputers f:o help improve 
students' writing is an area. deserving more at/ion 
than is now. the case .. 
-·=-~ . A question worthy of further investigat!_9n is 
... 
wh~ther grade five students who have learned to use a 
"' · ·word processor; and · whO have been exposed to the 
. I ., 
process~con~erence apl>roach• to teaching writing, do 
. . . 
indeed use the -capabilities of the word processor to 
. . 
make higher level revisions in their written work 
.;, . 
- ~ 
instead of superficial word level chai'!ges. It is this 
question that is addressed in this ptudy. 
The level of revisions was compared to other · 
factors such .. as age, ability, typing speed, and fa~ility 
. -
.. 
.. . 
• 
I 
t 
of use of the word pro.cessor 1:o determine the , 
relationship of tl·se factors ·,to the extent to which 
children. revise thei'r written work. 
' • Overvtew of · Methodology ~ -\, . . 
The case-s_tudy method of research was chosen for 
this project beca~se of the recent: call fC?r more studies 
. . 
of. this nature and because it seemed a most effective 
means ·. for· determi~ i~g the_jar iables that seem to bear 
.ilPOn a child's revision· processes. 
,. · A pyramid design, similar to that used by Graves 
. (._ . 
and ·Calkins in their: New Hamp$hire study (see Graves, 
1984: Calkins, 19;2) . was used (see figu.re .· 1) 
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Level TWO 
Three students 
.. 
Level Three 
Twenty-seven Students 
Pyra·mid design of the study 
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wt:tereby the children' ·s revision strategies were mapped 
ttl rough a focus on one child (level one of the design), 
. 
a more perip,heral study of thre~ other children (level 
two of the desi~gn) and informal observations and product 
, I 
ana-lysis of twenty-seven other students (level three of 
• 
the design). From the comparative base of levels one 
.. and two, one was )Jetter able to inter.pre~ and assess the 
revision processes of the other ~wenty-seven childrez:t 
studied less intensively. 
. \ 
Data were ·gathered for this study over a five month 
period from Dece·mber, 1985 to April, 1986. Included 
' ' 
were data from ditect observation, product data and 
/ 
• (_ in terview-conferen~e data. 
~ First, the ~-hildren were provided wj,_t_h a minimum at 
touch typing instruction prior to beginning to use the · 
~ .' :· 
~it~ ... 
word.oprocessor. 
__,..._ 
Each child received an ori~n-tation to 
. . 
word processing by means .of the programs's built-in 
.,.._. • ' . - ----- . 
tutorial and re}searcher-des igned activit tes. For th~ 
most part, these activities wer-: -designed to facilitate 
the learning of the ~ord proces,or 's .editing features. 
In consul tat ion- with their class room teacher·, time 
' II was provided for the - children to complete three pieces 
' of thei\. regularly schedul_ed writing using ·their 
scho~l' ~~mmodore 64 computers and t~e B~nk Street· . . 
.'Write~ word processing program. 
When working on a particular piece, the children 
• l · · 
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wrote d'ail.Y in "ne of four half -hour time slots reserved . 
for them. Printouts were prov-ided for the children each 
day and these were kept by "them in their classroom in 
individual w-riting .folders. -Copies were also made of 
• 
each child's daily .work by the researcher for later 
,~ 
analysis. 
Information regarding typing speed and the 
StUdentS I facility in the US·e Of the WOrd prOCeSSOr WaS 
,... 
gathered. A measure .of their overall ability was 
. ... . .... 
obt~\ned. 
At the end of the research pe.riod, each child's 
writing was analyzed and the number and type of revision 
- - recorded. This data was then compared to· the data on 
age, ability, typing speed and facility of use of the 
word pro~~ssor to determine significant relationspips • . 
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_CHAPTER 4 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE 
For this chapter of the r;epo\r:t a more anecdotal, 
na·rrative styl~ has been chosen ,in which the use of the 
first pe.,:son is intended to ma·ke the desc'riptiqn of the 
0 • 
. . . ~ . . 
procedure more rn·eariingful to· the reader, to tell the 
story of the data so that the •research' information 
written here miqht be more easily trans~erred to the 
classro_orns of interested teachers. It is with the above 
thought in l'!lind that I embark on the rernaini.arts of 
this report, hoping that this information will be able 
to be used 'by others eager to investigate the use of 
. computers as writing tools by ctn"""11fren .. 
Procedural Features 
The Site 
' The site for this study was a prim'ary/elementary 
school housing grad~s kindergarten to six with a student 
population of approximately 575 and a staff of 
twenty-nine. It f': located in a fast-g~owing m'!d'ern 
town, ·whose !amilies are mainly middle class with high 
educational aspirations for their children. 
The school has a very active PrT.A. which has 
•. 
raised money to Pl.!rchase nearly ·a-11 ·the computers used 
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by the s.chool. The parents have expressed a positive 
interest in 'their ehild·ren•s use of computers in the 
school. 
The library in this school is treated as an 
extension to the classroom and i~ is the rule, rather 
than the exception,. for children ' to be seen busily . 
working on various curriculum-related projects at all 
t~m-es of th·e·'·~school day in the library whether they be 
\ 
.os-· 
- ... - --:: 
' research-oriented, ~ead ing for p~easure, or computer .,_ ·. 
'activities. 
Equipment 
· Six of the school's commodore 64 computers are kept 
~n the library. They are used in conjunction wi.th 
~laSsroom acti~ities not only to provide a computer 
' . . 
lite·racy as~ect i:.o the curr-iculum but to. help meet 
curricular objective's in the · most efficient manner .. As 
. ' well, I provided- two other Commodore 64's for the 
study--my own and ·one borrowed from the school · board's 
media centre-·-for a tot·~l- of eight. 
At - the. present time, one of the major student uses 
' 
of these computers is for word process'ing. The wor-d 
processing prog.ram Bank Street Writer was chosen for use 
b:i the students because of its ease of use and 
menu-option editing features. One copy _of the program . 
. . 
disk was availab~·e for' each · computer fs was a , data disk 
·- : 4 
for the daily saving of st~:~dent work. Printouts of the 
--
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students' work were made on a dot matrix printer giving 
acceptable prin.t quality for xerox i ng. 
Personnel 
As librarian I was if1 a position no.t only to 
arra_!lge time for the subject's to write but also, to _ 
ob~erve the, stude·n·i:.s wr i tint;J as par~ of my teaching. 
The co~operating classroom t~acher .~n this study 
was a colleague . in the school~~ Her' class w.as chosen for 
0 
s.tudy mainly because of her positive atti -tude toward 
r . 
flexible scheduling, use of librar:y f.acilities and 
.. .. 
personal interest in the .use of C?mputer s in edu·cation . 
.. 
Her co-ope ration, keen i ht?re.st .and professional opinion 
' I ' • y t. 
were p(ereqj~i tes for involvement in the proj~ct as it 
meant a five onth commitment • ,. 
. ' 
The Sample _:......-·-...--' 
'\ 
The s~mple for thi a..Jitudy consisted of a 
heterogeneously · grouped class of thirty-one grade five 
·. students--sixteen .. girls and fifteen b~y~ngi~g in age 
from ten years to e~even years, eight months on January 
1, 1986, · The average age on January 1, · 1986 was ten 
·years;-- nine months. 
The measure of abi 1 ity used was the language 
c~·mposite s·core from the _canad~af} ,'res~ of · Basic .Skilii.t. 
....... 
administered when the children were in grade four. The 
percentile· scores ranged from teh to ninety-nine. · · 
As I .expected, the attitude toward beginning to 
·-~ 
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"" write· with the help of -a computer was very positive. 
I 
Notle of the ·children had any prior exposure to word 
. I . 
proce-ssing ~-t t~e ~eginning1 of the projec~, alttlough 
eigh_t.een stu-dent:s, ~e sixty-two percent of thJ class, 
-had.compu~e~s of som~ . sqrt at ho~e. I~ taped i~terviews 
. . , ' J 
.qn De~embe.~ 2, 1~85 ~hen ~- asked ~m, if they th\ought . 
comput~fs wquld make any 'difference to t;.heir .wr_Hing, 
~omm~~ts s~~h as J;>aige • s, .•f s. because it makes :, you 
. a L ~: 
e?Cpress your sentences or Hilda's, "Yes, 
because I usaa,liy h.av,e a probl m'\putting 'my periods in· 
the right places, • we.::e typi.c~J None of the children 
= 
had had any. p·revious instruction in to-uch typing at the 
beginning of the ·study 0 
\ 
Assignment of Subjects. to Observation Levels 
. 
_ln the three-level pyramid design of this study, 
the entire 'class of thirty-one st;udents serve~ as the 
· ba.se of the pyramid and is referred' to hereaf-ter as the 
level three- group. Much of the data gathered from this 
large group was-4>roduct rather than process in nanlre. 
Each student's writing was analyzed daily to ascerta~n 
. the number and t~pe ol-t~visions which were being mJde 
. - . - - I I 
.. 
· from one day to the next. Onl9 informal observatio~s of 
the wt\i ting proc~sses. of .these s t udehts were made. 
' .... . , 
/ •, \ , . 
/ ·.Foul'·- children (three ,boys and one gi'rU were chosen 
.. 
1 
randomly from the alphabet·ic class list us'ing . a table of 
r_,:lndom numbers for level two of the study ,' ~f ~er 
• J 
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consultation with the classroom t~acher ·and a peri,og . ..JJP 
observation, one 'chil<:l was chosen from the level two 
, 
group to serve as . the subject of most intense 
observation, a level one. This boy was chosen because 
h.e wa.s of average ability and, it appeared, would give 
-. " 
' 
more than the usual amount of i'nformation about his 
processes of writing.~ To protect the i.dentity of the 
... 
sub je.cts, th_ei r real names are not uJ~d in ~epor t' 
of the projec_t. 
• 
(___} 
Scheduling Time to Write 
It was necessary to divide t.he original thitey-two 
students into four groups o~ eight because of th'e 
lilt\i ted number of computers aval:lable. (One student 
transfer red out during the school year and was therefore 
not included in the final analysis of data.) .. sec?use I 
want'-ed,_~qe_~hildren to write daily while working on a 
piece of work, it was necessary t·o arrange for some of 
the children to do their work outside regular school 
. .. 
hours. Persuading them to do this was not a probleJ!I 
-
' 
because of their very hi.gh motivation towards doing some 
of th~i r scpool work on a conrpi.it.er. This did., h<;>wever, 
make it necessary for me to consider such (actors as 
·' bussing, lunch arrangements and walking distance from "' 
school. In consultation with the· classroem teacher, 
· four half-hour time periods were reserved fo.r the 
( 
children to write. One _group was to work in a before 
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school slot--from ~:20 a.m. io 8:50 a.m. (slot A); a 
. ' 
second ~roup · would write in •class time• d~ring the day 
(slot B~ third group wro.te in the second half of 
their lunch break from 12:40 p.m. to 1:10 p.m. (slot C); 
' . 
the fourt~ grou~ wrote after school from 3:30 p.m. to 
4:00 ~.m. (·slot-~· Child~·~n,who lived close enough .to 
walk to school or who could get eaily rides to .scbool 
· ~ . 
··were suggested for time slot A. Those student-s who 
/ 0 .. 
.-staye¢1 ·in school for · lunch na_t;,ur~lly fell into time slot 
. ' 
who did not' travel b¥ bus and 'who 
\ .. - ,. ' 
lived c. St udel).t:; s 
close to' . the sch,ool w~r.e se.le~ted ·for slot 1D. Late 
. . 
I • o 
after11oon wi~ter .·dar-kness ~as a c~nler n so onl~ · those 
students who got rides h0me, who l~~eq very close to 
school and who ·were not involved ~n· other 
extra-currid~lar activities were chosen ior slot D. 
Slot B was' reserve~ for ·:those students wt1o co~l/ not I 
come· early in · the .mbrning or stay after·s~hool. 
It was arranged for eac~ of the four students in 
. 
~ev~ one and two to be placed in separate time slots 
· thus making for easier observation of . their writing .. · 
~ . Ori~ntation to Typing and Wo~d Proce~si~g 
Actual work with the students began on ·oe~ember 2, 
1985,· three weeks befor'e their Christmas bre·ak. In that 
three week per'iod ·the chil-dren each completed the five 
' .. ;. 
lesson tutorial that comes ~ with the Bank Stre~t Writer 
program. That tutorial included lessons ' on enterin~ 
~· ., I 
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. 1 ~ 
text, curaor movement, erasing and •unerasing• 
, .... 
frecoveriQg erased text), moving blocks of text and q 
searchin~/repl~cing. I provided exercises ·designed to 
have them practice the editing·features as well as 
.. 
saving and retrieving their text files to and from their 
' . 
. data disks. b ~ 
T·he children were brie'fly e ,xpqsed to a touch typing 
tutori~l program from which 'th.ey learned the home ·row of 
0 • • • 
key~, c~~rect ' fin9er. placement, a~"d. the division of .the 
. . . 
' . . . 
~eyboar~ into· left hand/right h~nd. halve~. Time did ' not 
. . · p 
. . . . 
permit an extended peri~d ~f practice with that program· 
but I ptoviq_ed them w-ith cutout paper keyboards on-hich· 
to prac~~finger placement. 
Teacheras Model 
Just prior to the Christmas break, I provided the 
I> '· 
... 
students. with a s~or~ ~story• whiah I had written and' 
saved t~ disk. In a ••round the computer~ conference I 
read them the.story from the screen and tfien prompted 
the students to ask me questions ~hich would require me 
to give nior e de tai 1 or make _chan9es in the story to 
> 
' 
clarify the intended meaning. In this. way I introduc,.!d 
them to a) revis-ion as a natural part of the process of 
• 
writing, b) the ease with wh~ch cha.nges · cou id be ,made 
· w{th , the help of a w~id procespor, c) the 
conf~rerice-process approac~ tci the teaching ~f writing, 
d t: the importance of having a. sense of· ,audience '·( t r'i~d . 
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47 
to impr~ss upon them that oth~r's perceptions of m~ 
writing were . important to me), and e) the notion that 
the initial draft was only the first step toward a 
finished aloduct. 
The Writing Folder 
' ' 
, . 
j After.the Christmas break, in the first week of 
' ' Janua~y, 1986, .each stu~ent was provided. with a 
letter-size file folder computer-labelled in lar~e -
. letters ~ith his or her name. It was expi~ined that 
they would be provided with a computer printout of each 
.- ..... ·· 
day's writing and that they should keep their · work in 
the folder in their classrpom, bringing the filder wi th 
them to the l_ibra~y for their writing session. They, · 
were told to feel free to pencil in any changes or make 
'dny notes they wanted to make on their printout ~etween 
... 
writing sessions. 
' . 
I dated the printout~ as the~-were produced and 
sent them to the classroom where a student pre~ect 
. 
sorted th~m. ' . The students then fastened ;them in 
. . 
-- .--Chronological or.der in their folde.rs. The teache~ 
. ' 
provided space on a table . in her cl~ssroom for storage 
.of the folders. 
Topic 'selection 
' 
• 
; Although I realized that· students are more likely 
. ' 
to revise pe_rsonal narratives than either ·fiction or 
. '• 
-content area writ.ing, I wanteq .. their · writing in this 
'· 
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study to be directly related to writing they would be 
. 
rqutinely asked to do in their social studies class. 
-r 
Thjs was partly because "writing acr·oss th~ curriculum", 
: . 
not just in "language arts class•., has received recent 
emph~sis in this province. 
---
It was decided in consultation . w~th the 
co-operating classroom teacher that th~ first topic of 
,. ' 
~ri~ing would b~ an entry in t~e diary of a settler at 
John Guy's .set_tlement ~-t ·Cupids in the year 1613. Early 
explorers (~nd settle~s were being studied in grade five 
- ' 
~ 
at the time and the students had some limited background 
knowledge of the history of the .Cupids settlement. 
The topic .of session two, ~ritt~n when the stu~ents 
were studying the •grandparent's days• section of the 
soci~~ · studies curriculum, was a last will and testament 
of a Newfoundland outport resident of the 1920's. This 
·was to be'wii~ten after the students had beeri o~ a field 
trip to -the Newfound~and Museum. A ~ajor part of the 
· I 
m~se~m 1 s di.splay is made UP,.'\ o~ househol'd and f ishi'ng 
---
~ 
stage effects from the early 1900 1 s. ·As well, these · ~ 
c~ildren .had gathered old items of interest and ~et up 
their own classroom mus'eum. 
Writing · session three, , set to begin the day after a 
-
vis.it from local fol-k musician-story teller Kelly 
Russell, ~as a retelling (in writing) of . one bf Ted 
Russell's •c;:hroniclE:s· of .. Uncl~ Hose• that they had heard .. 
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-told by Kelly Russell. 
Methods of Data Collection 
From the middle of January to near the . end of 
April, primary emphasis was placed thering case 
study data on the student in level one the desigQ and 
on the three others in level two. emphasis 
was placed on gathering data from r level three 
group. 
observation of· _the four children while they 
. . I 
at the comp~ters, b) tape ~ecorded conferences with 
those four students, c) informal interventions while 'the -
children were writing, d) a questionnaire designed to 
determine attit)!ldes to~ard writing with computers at the 
en~ of ~e third writing session, e) a (test to determine 
typing sp~ed, f) a test, to measure the students' 
facility in the use of the Bank Street Writer word 
proc~ssing program and g) revisio~ analysis of the 
writings in ~he folders containing som~ nine~y pieces of 
. ' 
... 
writing produced by the entire group with the help of. 
the computer • . 
~This'method of data collection made it possible "to, 
follow findings from the larger group to an individual 
---- -. - - -~ . 
case and, conversely, from the case and/or small group 
findings to_ the entire _group of childre_n.)J_t _\.ldied, ,, 
1 assign~d each child to a work station and asked 
that they keep t~e ~arne computer whenever their g~p-
\ 
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50 
came to write. In that way I could assign each child in 
level two to a computer which would allow easiest visual 
access by a ~esearcher without it being obvious to the 
students. When observing the chi~dren write, I 
positioned myself .sitting about t~o~etres away from th~ 
1 
child under obser·vation (see Figure 2) • This posit ~on --
allowed me to see not only the level, tw9 stuq~nt's 
~· 
screen, hands and profile, but th~ screens of four other 
students at ·the same tim_e. It was t'herefore not obvious 
to the students which of the five monitors I was 
observing at any.one time. 
circulate arou~~ the room 
\ ~hree students' screens . 
. . 
I would occasionally 
in order to · observe the othe~ 
Observing and recording a revisi~ on a word 
processor requires a more intense vigil than wa~chi'ng '!.-
writer use penc~l and paper, that is, o~e must •be 
there• at the time the revision is made as there_ would 
be no obvious indicator such as an eraser smudge, 
crossed out words, or arrows i~dicating insertions_on 
the screen as there would be on paper. However, the 
vertical orientation of the computer monitor makes it 
easy to keev one's distance while still observing any 
changes being made -in the text. 
I tr~ed to r~cord behaviors associated with the 
writing process in addition · to the actual wtitin~ 
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itself. Long pauses associated with rereading or 
contemplatidn of.ideas, pupil interactions, 
interruptions, researcher interventions, verbalizations, 
' resource use (dictionary, thesaurus, etc.), and approval 
solicitation were all 'examples of observable behaviou s. 
•I . 
I 
When a group positioned itself at the computers 
write, a few minutes were occupied while they loaded 
Bank S~reet Writer program into the computer· and then .. 
retrieved their files from tne data disks. ·while 
. 
·waiting for the ~rog~~m to load (about two minutes), .the 
researcher observed. pupil ~nteracti~ns and mad~ ~otes as 
these interactions related to discussions of their . 
I 
folders~ drafts, word processors, topic, story content, 
or re~iiions~ It was in this prewriting Qhase that many 
interesting comments were noted. 
Field notes we~e recorded on pages in a ~piral 
notebook ruled hori&Qntally about half way down each 
paqe~ The name of .the student . beinq ' observed, the date" j 
· and the time was written at toe top of the page. If thtf .. ~-"' 
student made.any revisions to the previous day's 
writing, these showed up as ~is~ble changes on the 
printou~6f' the cu\rent da.y's work·. As circumstan·ces 
permitted, as the student wrote, I recordt~ his or her 
•. 
exact words on the top hal~ of my field not·e page. 
.. ' 
B~cause of the.rate of typing of most students, about 
' -.... .. , 
ten words a minute, it was no-t dif flcul t to keep ·u~ wi t 'h 
r-
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53 
the~r text entry. Any changes (additions, deletions, 
, substitution.s or reor.derings), rereading, interruptions 
(solic~ted or unsolicited), resource use, or use of 
laogucrge (~g., whispering) , were then numbered at the 
. . 
exact place in the text where they occurred and ·then 
numbered ·reference was made to them on the bottom ha\f 
of the field note page. 
From. t~me to · time., the ·r.esearcher intervened a·nd 
elicited .infbrmation -~ .. rom . ·th~ child when he of she .was 
engage~ in a wr,iting episode •. · Th~ purpose of this 
I • 
procedure was to gain understa~ding of -the child • ~ 
rationale for a previous ~~er~tion or insight ibto his 
strategies ·for ~uture operations. These interventions 
were infrequently employed to minimize the observer's 
effect on the child's writing. 
Each child was asked to save his or her work on a 
data disk us_ing a· corri~on identi_fier followed by their 
• initials. ·I had used the letters XX as an identifier 
f_or the. orientation sessions so my wo:rk coul·d easily be 
identlfed by the students on the disk directory. As 
· - - -
.. 
well, the children liked to us~ the password protection ~ 
feat~re-· · of the Bank Street Writer which prevented 
unauthorized viewing of their text files. Thus, the 
• f .. • 
three pieces of writing were saved on the d~ta disks 
\ 
u.si~g -GUY.X~, ~ILL:x~ al')d MOSE.XX as file · names (where 
·xx·equalle~ the child's initial~) antiVEC as·a common 
,·. 
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password. 
At the end of each writing session, there was 
., 
always a litlle time while the students were saving ' "-
their files on their'disks for observation of further 
pupil interactions. Time slots A, C and . D permitted · 
. . . 
this. mor'e. so than slot B because ·the students often .. arne 
earlier than r:lec:essary tn the morning and lunch~ time.~n~ 
, 
often s~ayed l~ter than necessary i~ the afternoon. The 
I • ' -~ aft~rnoon group often liked to observe their files b~ing ' 
printed out on the printer. Since two-copies. of their 
writing was printed, a printing ~ession at the end of 
the day would result in many metres of . fanf~lded paper 
being produced. They delighted in seeing how far this 
would stretch across the library before being separated -
into individual printouts. 
The tapG raooreed conferences allowed me to 
accurately record student feelings about how they felt 
about their own pieces as the~ ~ere developing, 
permitted ~ecordi~~ of some pee~-co-*nc'ing as well as · 
some other interesting interactions. 
\,.,. f ~....___~ For example, in· one recorded conference during the 
. ·}writing of the fir~t piec~, when discussing what the 
settlers may have eaten during the winter, Wanda 
suggested to Evan that the settl~rs might have eaten 
bacon from their pigs. This suggestion · t~en turned up 
in Evan~s next day's printout of his story. When Evan 
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., 
. 
was asked what time he got up on the morning in his 
' 
story, ha replied, •r didri't have a clock.• This led to 
--him attempting to clarify his intended meaning that he, 
•wpke up with. the sun shining in the window. • · When 
someone ·asked Mar.y the same question, i.t was suggested . 
that she say the leaves blowing in the wind and brushing. 
. . . . 
. 
ag~inst the house woke her. She then incorporated thi• 
I 
idea into her story. ,Evan realized after reading his 
story to his group that he p'rob~lY, wouldn't . be pl~il t ing 
crops in November. This indicates. that peer :i:1i'Eeraction· 
is an important : a~~a o~ - ~he writing process to observe. 
The questionnaire was·administered at the end of 
writing session number three. It solicited from the -
, 
student~ op~nions about writing ~ith a word 
processor--their likes and dislikes, ease with which 
they learned to u~e the computer, percjp~ions about . 
their own typing speed, the imp/ort~cfe of revisions in 
• I . 
~he writing process, and their feelings on whether they 
' would li.ke to continue to use a word processor in grade 
• six. An analysis of t_he questionnaire results is fo-und 
i,n Chapter 6, _ 
Two ~ests of the stud~nts' typing speed were 
administered, The first was given befo~e the ·first 
piece ·of writing in January. The second . was given after 
the third piece of writing in April. 
A timed te~t of the students• facility with. the use 
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.. '\ 
. 
of the Bank Street Writer program. was administered after 
rl the third piece of writing .. First, the students were 
~ 
required to retrieve a file from a data disk. They were 
... ~ 
then asked to make revi~ions to the text . passage which 
required . them to use each nqf the editing features of the 
WQrd Jrocessor. Finally, they were asked· to· save the 
a+ter~d file bac~ onto the d.isk using th~ir initia-ls a~ 
an identifying file ·name~ Their completion· times were 
recorded by the · researcher. 
Method of Revision Analy~is 
When all students in level three -of the design had 
finished their third piece o£ writing on the computer, 
the reseaicher began analysis of the revisions from OQe 
day's printout to the n•xt for each of the three 
assignments. 
A· methud of analysis adapted from ·those used by 
Faigley and Witte (1981) and Sommers (1980) was employed 
. . 
to ~ategorize each revision. No attempt to distinguish 
bet~een those revisions that affect meaning and those 
that leave meaning intact · ia made in this study of 
r 
younger writers. Altho~gh lengthy pauses i~ ~riting.' 
" .. 
were noted in the 'case study of Evan's revision 
processes, this study dpes not delve to any great 
.extent int6 that which Murray (1978) refers to as 
internal revision. TQe -revisions ·were _categorized 
. ' 
as ~it~er ~) formal changes (i.e., changes 
-.. . ~ 
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-in spelling, tense, number, abbrevjation, punctuatfon), 
• 
b) a-dditions, deletions, substitutions, or reorderings 
at the word, phrase or sentence level, or c) textual • 
changes (i.e.~ major changes ·in content or direction). 
In essence, the significance of ~evision was quantified 
-.. 
according to the length of change . 
. 
The cate9Qrized revisions were then tabulated. il'or . 
... 
the purposes of comparison, measures such as the number 
of revisions per hundred words and the percentage of 
revisions other than at the formal level were· 
~ · ...... 
'r ~ 
calculated\ 
Gathering the ~ Data: Level 1 
The most intense observations in the study were 
made of Evan, the student chosen for level one. The 
data included notes not only on his wri~ten product and . 
writing processes, ~ut also on his behaviour, attitude 
to~ard writi~g ~ith'a computer, interactions with his 
peer~ and conversation with the researcher before, 
dur~ng and after the writing sess i ons . 
. - . 
. 
Evan had been chosen from the level two group ~s 
the subject for level one of the de~ign based on 
f ~ 
observation b.y t'he researcher and discussion wi~th the 
classroom teacher. Evan was a student of at least 
average academ~c ability. He seemed eager ~o 
. 
co-operate, was receptiveoto conference suggestions f rom 
the researcher and his· peers and was not reluctant to ./ 
··-
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discuss his feelings about his writing. ~rthermore, 
"-- '- ---! 
Evan was one of those students who alway~ wanted t4 help 
-out around t~ school in ~hatever way he could--not as 
solicitation of attention but from genuine caring. 
This was Evan's fi~st year at this school and he , 
ha9 iit in right away. H~ had a witty sense of humour, 
was' emotionally mature in many ways' and had none of &he 
"cockiness" associated with some of ~he older students. 
He seemed a natural for observation. 
When I arrived at school at about eight o'clock, 
• • • Evan would either be waitin~ at the front door of the 
school, .of fer ing to help the school's caretaker with his 
'morning duties or .just. arriving in his dad's truck, · 
having gotten a ride with his dad on his way to work. 
Evan, physically small compared to some others in 
• his class, bookbag held securely to his back by two 
1 
straps over his shoulders, would run over to my car as I 
. parked in my usual spot. He knew that I would often 
·. 
have my briefcase, paper-bag~ed lunch, printer, 
computer, disk drive, monitor, box of _student folders 
-
and other assorted odds and ends to carry into the 
school, especi~y on Moriday. mornings after I had t~ken 
my own computer equipment home for the weekend. He 
would open the rear door, reach in t~ lift)out the 
nearest item to be carr1ed, give his usual cheerful 
greeting, and launch into a description of some )_. 
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ear 1 ier morriin~ event or br'eakfast, often before I ~ad 
unfastened my seat belt and• ttirned off the morfiing radio' 
news. Evan always referred to me as •sir•. It ·was 
•sir 's disk'• or ·•sir's pri.nter" • . I assumed · he had 
....... 
, . -
acquired this refreshingly respectful salut~tion at his 
former morE· rurcrl schoo,l ·, as it was · an unusual practice 
in the current ' sett~ng. _u~-til · they got u~e1d , to i ~his 
classmates could often be seen qu~etly chuckling to 
_. - " .. . ... 
them~elves ~hen ~van ·~ •sir•. 
'•. Once·~inside~ Evarr would . deposit hi~ ~rden J:;>eside 
• ' • • 0 
. . . 
· ; my desk and hustle off ~o ' hi~ classroom :·to 'take · .off his 
winter boots and hang·.~up his -coat • 
get·ting ·things Qrg"a'nized, he ·would 
· J~0 as I . wa~ 
often a~rive back in 
time i'o ·load ~11 eigtlt program disks · into the c~mputer·s ~6 • 
_As he kn.e~ where everyone sat in . hi~·· ifroup, he sometimes 
would have time .to ret~ie've the entire group's files on 
.. 
the screens be£pre the rest of ~he group arrived\in ones 
• 
and .twos. It - had not tak'en Evan . long to ·figure ou·t 
e~eryone's initial-ldentifl~d fiie nam~. and comma~ 
. ., -· . 
•secret passwor~.~ The data disks ·were numbered as · were 
~ . 
_ __..t .... b-e computer stations~ so they were easily Itl~tched-. 
. 
Evan was ten ye_ars . old -.in January, 1986. Two 
. ' 
. . 
others in the class were the sa~e age; none was younger. 
-- . t 
· On the typing· 2?Peed asses·sment administered in Ap~ i1, 
- . -··-"" 
1986, he score~ 14.3 words per ~rnute, the fastest in · 
• • 
the· class. on the' t.est used to determir'e their _ facilit~ 
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wit~ the use of the Bank Street Writ~r program, it took 
&van three minutes fifty seconds to complete the 
requirem~nts, ·again• the fa·stest. in hls class. On .the 
.measure of ability, Evan had scored in the top twenty 
• percent. 
' 
It guickly became evident that Evan enjoyed using 
the computers,. During the course of the study~ he . 
becam~ g whi_i at _usinCJ all· of ttie features of Bank . 
. . . 
Street · Writer and often was called on by members of his 
• • ' # • ' ' .. • ~ • 
groHp " ~0 be the resident Word. processing consultant~ .e 
.. 
liked .the role •. 
. ' . :. ' . ' . 
' ~van was scheduled to write in ti~e slot A--the 
,. 
before. school group. However., he also was one of 
studen~s who stayed at school for lunch. Wherever, one 
... 
.. . ' 
, · 
.. . 
. ·.~ .... ~ 
• 0 
• !. ' 
·.·· ' 
,, 
• . · • . . • #"' 
· - ·-o('_the ·slot c ·students.-was ab-s'ent, Ev.an would · volunt~~r · 
~ . . . . ' . 
, . 
. . 
. ·: ..... 
bo •till in" fot :that .person. -,.. 
.  . . 
Evan began ~orking· on·. tit's first writing assignment 
in sfot ·c on. Janl.fary' 14, . 1986·. The first f?ess-ion' s 
... 
. . ' 
' observatia'ns ·are d~cumented be·lo~: 
. The. Bades.t Wint-er ( 1) -Ever 
On~ day in ·cu· cupids·(2) ~ - big ' stor~ _ came (3~-up (4, 5). 
'It killed eig,ht· people ~nd tpe (6) hor"se, cat'tle C\nd (7 ', 
8) 
T.HE BADDEST WINTER EVER (9) 
. / 
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_ (.!o) One· ,day i-n. Cupid~. a storm came_ ( 11) giant . ·::. :::. 
... storm came up • . It ~s •t:e.rrible it ·killed eight people .- .. ~ 
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th~t horrible winter we planted pota~s ( 18) potaoes and 
other kinds of vegtetables. ( 19, 20) 
Researcher • s notes: 
1. changed lower case •w" to upper case •w• in title 
2. deleted "cu-• and writes- •cu• for cupids 
3. note that he is typing with two hands, two fingecs 
4 •. pause~ about 60. sec.onds thinkin·g 
" 
s; decided to end SEln,tence ner~ 
6. looked a ·round ~t what ot~ers are . writ~ng 
7 ·= ·mo~c:urs9.,r back· t~ etaf "h~rse_·-~verbalized ERASE 
commands whil~ goinc.:r throug~ · the E~ASE _\procedure • 
8 •. decided to .start from t;>eginning wi·thout era·si~g 
previous te'xt 
9. typed t-i:t.le in all capitals 
10. s.kippea.·line and indented paragraph 
11. dele ted . "storm came• to inserted "giant" storm came 
. , 
'12. stopped ~nd rocked chair back and forth for about 15 
·~ 
seconds · 
13. deleted •a• and typed "G• 
14. stbpped, looked around--appeared· t~ ..Qe thinking \:. 
15. pa.used fo_r about 15 seconds _9-pear ing 't 1~arch for 
correct wording \ 
16. asked researcher when th~ baby was born li.e. , if it 
was in the winter .• - ·Researcher suggested w-int~r . 
./ . 
17. distrjlct~d by sou.nd of melting ice dripping ori an 
outside vent hood. and heard through ·the library 
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ventilation duct--commented to Edward ab~ut 'the sound it 
makes 
19. Told Scott how to get to the transfer menu to save 
his work on the data disk 
( 
20. After saving his own . ~ork to disk, he asked if he 
might • see i:f it is on the catalog" and called up the 
I 
catalog of files on that partic-ular disk to see if his 
had actually been saved 
. -
[End of Writing Session One, Assignment One] , . 
. 
A 9 ro~:~.p .conferenc·e was held prior to the next 
writing session on January JlS in slot A. The group · 
. .. 
. -- ~ 
members read what they had written thus far · and 'C> 
suggested how they were going to proceed with their 
. -
stories. As a result of the conference, Evan decided to 
concentrate on giving the details of one ~·s 
.;., 
activities at cup~ds instead of a general view of the 
whole winter. ·It was ·also in this conference that Evan ! . 
received the · suggestion from a classmate that· ·he should 
"' write what time he. got up in the morning. Evan· replied . 
that he would not have had a clock. He provided the 
requested information by indicat·ing that he woke up 
because of the sun sh!ning in a window. 
The writing phase· was rather short because of the 
• • • 
time takeri up by'the first conference. Evan retr'ieved 
fl 
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, 
his file and. ·used the ERASE function to era~e all that 
. he had writ ten to · that point. His draft now began: 
THE BAD DAY IN cpp I OS ,. 
One day I wok.4E.UP with sun shining on me. 
[End of Writing Sessio~ Two, Assignment One] 
Evan's third wr'iting session was on January 17 in 
slot A. He retrieved his file and added: 
So I decided to work out in the field. About noon a 
huge storm came up. ( 1) I 'bad a great piece of bacon 
·from a pig.~- Then I took a · nice hot bath. After he (2) 
I ' ( 3 )· heated 7 t>ots of ·water. I got out and dri ied ( 4) 
myself_ (5) with a rough towel 
Then I decided to do my winter chores. Go out and 
cut down ssom · ( 6) trees 
Researcher's field notes: 
1. Intervention by ' researcher: 
• 
' Researcher: Evan, what did . you do just after 
you were awakened by the sun shining in 
through ;rrour window. 
;. 
Evan: I guess I had breakfast. 
Researcher: If you were going to tell 
• I 
... something in your story about your break.fast, 
where would you put it? 
Evan: (indicates by poi nat ing to screen) 
2. changed he to I 
3. paused to look . at printout in folder 
• 
' , ,. 
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4. del-eted one • i" from driied 
5. solici:ted ~nformati,~~ f~.iln research~ about whether 
they woul~ve had toweis • 
6. corrected spelling of •some• 
' [End of Writing Session T-hree, Assignment One.) 
- i 
On Janua.ry 20, Evan added: 
After my fifth t:r~e the sky tu_rned .,.( 1,) black as tar. 
All of a sudden a storm swarmea · up. (·2) It killed one< 
"'--· 
' 
(·3, 4) .person sqme of the animals. Everybody shut their 
---s=thut ~ers: and stayed ( 5) Everybody 'rushed into ~heir horne 
shutting thc;!ir shutters. (6) For super ( 7) supper we ' ·,·, 
had meat . fr.om a ·ca:ttle. ah-= ~hat was gre~t. Then ~ took · 
my mind off the storm and went · ~o- bed. ' ·~ '.- \ \ 
.. 
-
, 
Researcher's notes: 
. I 
1. reread using finger on screen as guide 
2 I went over to Melanie to help her insert a word, told 
her she forgot to· space 
3 ... turned around to look at the-tish in the aquarium 
4, paused to listen to others in~eract 
5, said, ~Must get them home before they shut the 
shutters.~ Deleted •shut their shutters and stayed• and 
' . 
continued 
., 
6. said, •Now supp_ertime. D·id I skip dinner?" 
\ /. c~~nged ~ ~upe r • to • supper • after telling differ enc'l, 
\tween tl)e two words 
[End -of Writing Sessi'on Four, Assignment One] 
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/ 
January . 20. In an effort to gain more background 
'in_formation ·for his story, he r_~_:!ld a chapte~ about_ John 
Guy's settlement from Fourteen Men. As he read, he 
. -
ex_claimed, "Goatst• in a surprised tone as if he 
:i:n'tended to i·nsert it into his ·story. He read about the 
pirat~ · Peter Ea~ton's role in te~rifying the settlers, 
. . . . 
-commenting aloud ·as he read, "We· read about. Peter ~·aston 
. -. 
i-n geography_. • Iri •his· reading, · Evan came across the · 
·word "severe• and cpmmented, "se·vere. e I s-e-v-e-r-e. 
. I .knows how to spell severe now. • 
A_t that_ point · Evan' retrieved his file· from the disk 
and changed his· title t:>: __ '"""'\._ 
THE TERRlBLE WINTER IN. CUPIDS COVE 
. -[End of Writing-Session Five, Assignment One] 
In slot A on January 21, Evan reread what he had 
written to da.te then erased a sentence ~el~ ~ng about. the 
' 
animals and people being killed and inserted in its 
place the sentence: 
'-4 
I dropped the axe .and ran ' as fast as I 
could. I fell .down where I had no sraowshoes 
on. I had seen everybody rushing into their 
home and: shutting their -shut i:ers. 
fie· then reread again and delete'd the phrase • from a 
wind 
fr·o.m the beginning Of !d's s t~ and inserted 'The 
blowed harder and harder .• • :, 
[End of Writi~g Session Six, Assignment Qne] 
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• 
January 24 was Evan's final session wqrking on the 
... 
f~rst piece of writing. He felt that his sto.ry was 
- f iniahed a~d felt quite ·proud· of ~ f i r~t story wr -it,ten , 
u~ing the computer. Because of an interruption, I was 
not able to direc~ly observe Evan's final editing but 
I ~'1. • .. 
any changes were n6ted on the f i n!il ' printout. 
,... -
(End of Assign~ent One] 
~ . 
Work on. the second a~si-gnment did not begin until 
_.March ~o; ·Eva,n beg~n · wr·i ~ing in · ~lot A on that day: 
' ·. 
4 
To my oldest son;tJake (1) I shall leave my fishing 
boat· ( 2). TOmy (3) . 
To my ( 4) second son, Fred shall ( 5) leave ( 6) all 
of my fishing gear .. 
Researcher's notes: 
1. ~hanged lower case • j • to uppe.r case •J• 
2. paused·, thought, tubbed hands together, turned around 
to look at me and paused a further 30 seconds before 
I 
c .ontinuing 
3. deleted •Tomy• and started new paragraph 
4 . .said, •I want to change oldest.• He went back and 
I 
changed oldes·t to .eldest. 
s. ·said, •wait I got -to have a house. I know, I'll 
--
- -6. verbalized text -as he wrote 
_ [End of Writing session One, ·Assignment Two] 
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On March 11 Evan reread his text and commented, 
"I've got too many shalls, maybe I'll put in a will." 
.. 
He changed "shall" to "will' in Fred's sentence. He 
continued to write: 
.. 
To my fifth son, ( 1) Garry I- will lea'v-e all the 
fur·niture down stairs of the house. (2) 
. To my only dauqttter I shall ( 3, 4) Dqnna I shall 
leave the three roolts of furni tufe upstairs of the • 
1. ·stopped to cons.ider anot.her name 
2. ·stopped to help Ga~l and Paige 
. . 
3: deleted "I shall" to insert a nj:ime 
.:::.--
'4, reread, rocked on chair, looked around, looked·. at 
keyboard' 30-4.5 seconds and said, "G?t it!" 
[End. of Writing Session Two, Assignment Two) -
. .. 
· After a conference on March 12, Evan decided that 
. ..-( 
he ~ould like to make c.ha.nges ,which would leave 
furniture to different people rather than all to two 
people. ·He changed Garry's bequest to tab~es and 
chairs. He then reread his 'text and. inserted c.ommas t ·o 
separ_ate the names from the rest of the text: 
Evan then declared that his will was complete. 
At thi.s point Helen was overheard to say, referring 
to the edi_t .mode menu, • I want to fit a word in but 
there's no fits on here. • · 
[End of Assignment Two] 
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AA •• Writing on the third and nnal assignment began on 
April 16 in slot A. Evan wrote: 
" 
Babysi ttin • 
One joy that I wi 11 never forget is babys i ttin' • 
(1) One night Suz, x, z (2) went to the (3) wanted to 
gp to the: Woman's Aso ( 4) · 
.. 
. 
Researcher 's notes: 
• 
1. paused to think ' 
2. decided to use x and y for names of characters and to 
use the REPLACE function 1-a ter to change them 
. 
3. deleted 11 Went to the• ... 
4. went to dictonary to look spelling of assc;>c iation 
' [End of Writing Session One, . Assignment Three] 
'\ 
On April 17 Evan first used the REPLACE function to 
change x and z to Aunt Sophie and Grandma Walcott. Then 
he continued: 
Liz was the baby sitter but she would come over and . 
chew bubble gum and play her dumb records ( 1) 
1. checked .to as.sure he had · left two spaces between 
sentences 
[End of ·Wr i ti'ng s~ssion , Two., Assignment Three 1 
' D.uring his ·April 23 writing session, Evan decided 
' to use • xx• for •Grandpa Walcott • and •qq• for-· •the 
,I • 
• .~ I ' . · .. ' .,.f 
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Lt•. ' 
\.. .... ~ 
~~ 1- ~ • 
"·\~- : 
·· ... 
'r:·. 
r;:f£' , .- . ·~ 
\ 
\ 
-
appropriate"replacements before saving his work • 
...r-
[End of Wr~_91:-ng Session Three, Assignment Tliree 1 
,. 
On April 25 Evan asked the researcher, "Should I 
put in the part about the fo~rmula? I ·think it goes 
before the fat." He then thought aloud, "What was the 
formula they· knew?" Again when fini~~in_~ -. up this fina.~.- __ 
piece of work he thought aloud, "I've got - to replace one 
' thing, 1 and replaced an over looked "zz" fcfr -·a- commonly 
.. 
~sed name. 
[End. of Assignment Three] 
I believe late in the period of this study, it 
.became clear· that Evan -had be_gun to revise internally. 
His· drafts ~e fewer in . ~umber. The first drafts were 
of higher quality and he began to be able to articulate 
more about the composing process. A summary of .·Evan • s 
revislons obtained from analyzing his writing from day 
to day _is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
• \ 
Summary of Evan's Revis ions 
Assignment 1 
Formal Word Phrase Sentence Text 
8 1 
Additions 0 4 5 
Deletions 0 1 2 4: 
Substitutions 4 1 3 
Relocations . _  0 0 0 ~ 
Assignment 2 
Formal Word Phrase Senten-ce 'Text 
6 0 
Additions 1 0 , 2 
Delet·ions 0 0 ' 1 
Substit'utions 3 2 0 ' 
Relocations 0 0 0 
. Assignment 3 
Formal word 'Phrase Sentence Text 
10 / 1 
Additions 0 1· 3 
Deletions 0 0 0 -- -
Substitutions 4 0 0 
Re.I,ocat ions 0 a 0 
Gather irig the Data: Level ·2 . """ 
level ,two group of - students consisted of three . t? · The 
children (Hilda 1 J<;>hn and Howard). The small si:ze Of 
this group allowed for t ·heia; writing processes . to . be -
I 
observed and note'\ ,in ttrore detail than t·nose. oe . the_ 
large level three: group.- In addition, · i"ntei.act ions with 
their peers, and analysis of their I • I wr1tten products. also 
contributed to the data. 
Hilda 
· Hilda's first piece of w'riting began on January 15 
in sl<iJ: c. It went as noted below: 
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11 THE WORSE DAY OF MY LIFE ON MY• TRI.P 
Well every thing was all right when that day came. 
I was out getting wood for the wood stove and I met the 
biggest hairyest bear in th~ world. I (1, 2, 3) took 
off leaving all'of my chopped wood behind. Then I never 
want that way ( 4) · trail ·again. 
Resea·rcher 1 s field -.notes: 
1. inser-ted comma between "biggest hairyest•--reread 
.. " 
2. · inserted "cold and wet" after · "that" line 1 
3. irisl!rted •"black dusty• before. "wood stove• 
4; de.U:!ted "way• 
~il:da's .day two was on January 16. The session 
: . . . : . . 
began with ~ ·· gtoup ·c~nference where the piece.s were read 
aloud to the other members of the group and plans for 
. J ~ • ... 
co-ntili~x_ing discussed. Hilda descr ib~d how she was going 
to say that it was cold in the morning because the fire 
was out •. 
-, It ·was so cold ·in my £:eathered sleeping Q_ag that I woke 
up or. .I new,. that .i had to perk H !JP even though it 
was -so C2) mishe.rble ( 3) out side ( 4) • 
·1.". p~u~ed _, to•, reread- and aske~ the researcher how she 
' • • • \ n ' '\ • 
should prol~ed. ~ sug1ested tha.t she consult her fol_d~r 
'for anyh> idea~ she might have _note~. She remembered the 
- I 
•f-ite out• i~ea and wrQte "the fire must have been out• 
, ". 
a 'fter "I ,woke up". s·he t-hen paused and reread again. 
2.. noticed the lower cas~ • i" and. changed . it · to upper 
case. She aske'd how ·. to sp_ell ·•miserable• 
'.1_ 3 ~ '·paused and reread · ~ · .. 
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• 
4. insert:!td "wh~n water and snow fell on top of my head"' 
"\ 
then deleted •my head" reread and put it back again 
Hilde!" b.a.gan session three by rereading anr 
immediately making some rev i sio~s. 
1. inserted •r-ed a'nd wite•, erased •wite• and wrote 
•wh i te" th.en paused_ to reread 
2. erased sentence and ~ubstitu~ed, _"Wh.en I was running 
... 
back to my hut I met m;t Indian f r ien~ Kowosok i," then 
p~used and reread several t irnes. 
I . I) -
3. verbalized that she doesn't want the story \o get 
·,dull 
• 
4. delet~d "Indian friend Kc;>wosoki" and ·wrote •my Capton 
. Jhon Guy• 
. ' ... 
?-
~- . paused to help Gregory read his story and sugge$ted 
thcK ·he ·• fix his spelling" 
6. expressed. con~ern about how her end-ing is less 
( 
interesting _tpan the ·beginning 
. ' 
N ~ummary of Hilda's revisions, ~s repr~sented fn 
... 
Table 2. '. 
-~· 
John 
-~ -
·John began w.riting on. January 1.7 in slot c but I 
was unable to observe him directly because of reques'ts 
for help by seve.ral oth'er child~ .. ' As it turned out, 
Joqn tended to revise externally vx, little ;· He typed 
· with two fing:rS arid wrote ,foi longer~edo~s w[~hout 
·. pausing to reread than the othe r s. On January 21 John· 
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• . , --;----.!..__·wrote, 
. ".. \. 
4 
.. 
'• I 
•· 
• • • then. yo}J woul.d . have to find food for your 
family· and . .that would (1.)_ b~ hard in winter because the 
deer wpuld . be inland •. And the fish would be gone south 
for' the winter, and the · birds.'would be gone south to. 
After ypu got home it :would_be dark and you .•• 
1. p~u·scid · to reread 
Tab!~ 2 
~ t:J 
. ·Summary of Hilda's Revisions 
Assignment l 
0 
Additions 
Deletions 
Substitutions 
Relocations 
. 
·Assignment 2 
Additions 
Deletions .·: 
Formal " Word 
2 ' 
Formal 
o· 
.. 
1 
0 
1 
0 
Word 
0 
Phras.e 
3 
0 
2 
·a 
Phrase 
.p 
sentence 
3 
2 
0 
0 
_ .... setence 
• 
Text 
Text 
0 
Subs·t i tut ions 
• · • Relocations 
0 "" 
1 
0 
1 " 
.· o·~ 
·o 
.o 
0 
0 
0 
..... 
\ 
' ' 
· Assignment 3 
. 
.Addi·tions 
DeletiQns 
Substitutions 
"· Relocations 
..... 
F.ormal "' . Word 
0 
_, 
0 
0 {.). 0 
0 
'• 
• • • 
Phras·e 
... 
o· 
0 
-1 
0 
sentence 
1 ~~ 
0 
Text 
0 
On January ll8 John read'his story to me. When he 
. ' ca~e to t~~ part about the fish going so~th for· the 
., 
. 
· .wi.nter he commented th,at he ~put that in for fun• 
because he couldn't think of anythin~ else~ . I made "a 
. mental note to see if ha.kept it in his ~inal draft. He 
.. 
'· did. . 
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A summary. of Jo.hn 's revisions ·is_--shown in Table 3 .' 
. . . 
0 
. ... .. .. 
! :; ' • 
Table -_3 
.. 
summary of John's Revisions 
.. 
Assignment 1 . 
Forma:l Word Phrase -Sentence T~t 
1 
Additions 0 2 0 
Deletions . -o 0 1 
Substitutions 0 1 0 
Relocations 0 0 
• 
Assignment 2 
Formal Word Phrase Sentence Text 
0 0 
Additions 0 0 0 
Deletions 0 0 0 
SubStitutfons 1 0 0 
Relocations 0 0 0 
Assignment 3 J 
Formal word Phrase sentence Text 
16 0 
Additions 0 0 0 
Deletions 0 o·· 0 
Substitutions 7 0 a. 
Relocations 0 .0 0 
.. 
Howar~ 
Like Joh~-' Howard too wrote - r f longer sustained 
periods 'than either Evan or Hilda. Furthermore, Howard 
' 
had •c~uired th~ - writing skill of ·trying a va~iety of 
\ lead sentences. \~prJanuary 17 he·wrote: 
' · 
I , 
' 
• I' ~ I · " I • 
' I ' (( t.' • . 
I . . . ' ' L' ' • 
. /' . ' . 
• · ..... • ' ' ~' ' 0 
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. ·. 
' 4 
.· 
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. ~-
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I 
·' /' 
., · 
, . . 
.. 
... 
. ,. 
'7 5 ' ' 
When I . Lived ·in 1613 
.. When <.i) It. all started so. days ago ( 2) DAY 1, 
. I just finished (3), ·Ab'Out · 5 minutes ago we hit 
land.. The men a·re still gett.ing the animals off the 
.........- · boat. We brought, sheep, . goat·s chi~kens, cows (4) 
'1. de·leted. •w.h:en• t'o .begin ·,again · • . 
2. deleted ~his' sentence and tried ·another 
' • -
3. deleted this and'tried again 
,. . 
4. Howard w~s ·called aw.a·y .to help another member of his 
\ 
slot D g·roup 
A summary of Howard•s revisiona is shown in Table 
4. 
__ _... 
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Table 4 
Summary of Howard's Revisions 
··_j 
1\ss1gnrnent 1 
Add Lions 
. Delet'ic)ns 
Substitutions 
Relocations 
Assignment 2 
' Additi~s 
Deletions 
Sub~titutions 
Relocations 
,Assignment _3 
. ' 
.. . 
Additions 
Deletionp 
Subs-tutions 
'Relocations 
Formal ~ - word 
2 
Formal• 
0 
. Formal 
·0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
_word 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Word · 
o: 
0 
(} 
0 
Phrase 
0 
0 
0 
0 
·Phrase 
2 
0 
0 
0 
Phrase 
. 0 
0 
0 
0 
\ . 
· Sentence Text . 
. o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
\ 
Sent~ce' 
0 \ 
0 
0 
0 
Text 
0 
Gathe~ing ihe Data: Level 3 
.. 
Leve.l thr~.e-da-ta came from the · entire class, from 
• 
• 
" 
which level one and ·level two children ~ere selected. 
Some inteiesting revi!ions were recorded either through 
. / /. 
informal. observation of these subj~cts or thrQugh 
/ 
prod~c~ analy~is of their work{ A few are f eported 
below: 
~ 
Tracy . 
tac~ -, s first assignm~nt 
as follows: I 
\ Dear Louise,· 
' · 
.. 
• : . l' • • \ 
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We are haveing a sevor winte~~- The -wind is very c~ld 
and there . ar·e people dieing.We met · some Iandians .The 
Iandi•ns were animal skins for ther~ clothing and use 
t;here own ' homemad~ tools.I will be sending you an 
Iandian vase.We are scracel~ running out of ~~od.We will 
be com~ing back in a ·matter of weeks • . 
. ' ' . .( ' 
PLEASE WRITE 
YOUR, FRI.END 
TRACY 
~.s. our ship i~ being 
repaired. 
I 
The second dayls writing included adding new 
information and some revisions to · the previous day 1 s 
work. 
Dear Louise,. 
. we are haveing a sevor winter here a~ Cupids cove. 
(1) ~he wind is very cold and there are. people 
dieing.We met some Iandians.The Iandians were animal 
skins for there clothing .and use ~her~ own homemade 
tools.• I will be sending you an Iandian vase. We are 
scracely running out of food.We will. b~ comeing back _in . 
a matter of. weeks. Wherr ··r- got up this· morning there was a 
kno~k at the door.It was my best fri~d Dana,she had# 
come to tell me there was a baby : ~orn to a (2) 
PL~ WRI • 
YOUR FRIEND 
TRACY 
P.s. our ship is being 
repalr~d. 
Research~~·s -.fieid notes: 
'· 
f ---\,. 
....~ ......... -
, 1. inserted ~here at cupids cove• 
. \ . .. 
2. inserted two se_ntences 
- ' --- . ~ 'I 
O~y three's~sessions produced additonal material and 
more tevisions to the prev~ous day 1 s work: 
' '\ . 
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Dear Louise; 
. 
we are havein~ a sevor winter here at cupids cove. 
_The wind is very cold and there are people and animals 
(1·) dieing.we,v {2) met some B~othic (31 Indians.s. (4) 
( 5) . I w~·ll -be sending you an Indian ( 6) vase. . be · 
· sending you an Iandian vase. · 
We·are sciacely rup.ning out of food.We will be comein.g 
back:in a matter of weeks.When L got up this morning 
there was a kno'ck at the door. It was my best . friend 
.Dana,she had come to tell me there was a baby born to .a ~ 
PLEASE WRITE . 
YOUR FRIEND 
TRACY 
P.S. Our ship is. being 
repaired. 
Researcher's field notes: 
1. inserted •and animals• 
2. chang_ed •we• t<?. •we-,v.• 
3. inserted~eothic" 
4. changed "Iandians• to "Indians.s• 
5; deleted sentence "The Iandians were • • • tools. • 
6. changed "Iandian• to •rndian• . 
' ... 
Day four produc~d the following ~eyisions: 
Dear Louise, • 
When I got up this -mornlng ·there ·was a kn6~k at the 
door.It was my b~st friend Dana;-she had come to . tell me 
there ~as a baby boy ·bo~n~ (1) (2) Well anyway. (3) 
We aare haveing a s~vor winter ' here at Cupids cove . 
The wind is very cold and there are people and animals 
tdieing. we, v met some . Beothic Ipdians. ( 4 )' I wil.l be · · : sending you an lndiaJl vase. ( 5) we are scracely ~nning ou~ of food.We Will be come'ing back in a ·matt'er of ' 
· weeks. , , · ·· · · · · 
' ' 
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.. TRACY 
Researcher's field notes: 
1. moved two sente'nces to beginning of story 
2; . dele~ed •to . a• 
3, inserted •well anyway.• 
4. changed • In.dians. s • t~ • Indians~ 
5. deleted ex~ra •be ·sending .you an Indian vase~ 
····~-~ ..... 
- The fifth day of writing for Tracy resulted in a 
~ajor change in her story 
Dear Louise, 
When I·g6t up this morning theie was a knock at the 
door.I~ was my best friend Dana,she .had come to tell me 
there wa~ ~ baby _boy born. Well anyway. 
we are haveing a -sevor winter here at cupids cove. 
(1) Last yea·r at_ cupids was very mild and th~re are n.ot 
as many peopl~ dieing.In'case you did not know we did 
not have any animals at that time. The third ~inter ~as 
an . unpredictable.We ~11 ran out .9f food so we ·had to 
frap fox and muskrat. The winter w.as so severe that 
· ~eople began to catch scurvy and pneumonia.Allthe 
- animals died. : _ 
.. 
- . .., 
Researche~•s field notes: 
t 
. 1. major .change in direction of story· 
. / Day five resulted in a title being added and other 
revisions: 
.... . 
.. ·A HORRiaLE WINTER AT CUPIDS ( 1) 
When . I got up this morning there ~as a knoc~ at the 
dodr.It was my best friend Darta~she had come to tell me 
ttiere was a . baby boy born· .• · Well anyway. ' · 
we are haveing a . severe winter here at cupids cove. 
( 2) Last ( 3) winter was. unpredtctable, We all ran out of 
food so we'had to trap fox and muskrat.The winter was so 
severe that people .begin to ca~ch scurby ·and · · 
pneumonia ·.~ll the . an"imals died.We will leave for home 
--
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• tomorrow and 
aga_in. Oh_, by 
j 80. 
we"~ never leave our home town e:er 
the way .the baby's father is Nicols Guy. 
Res~archer's field notes: 
·. . 
1. added title 
2,. ·deleted ·two sentences 
3. changed •the third• to •last" 
Day six of Tracy's writing resulted in her final 
product for the first assignment. 
A HORRIBLE WINTER AT CUPIDS 
k?Y . Tracy ( 1) 
When I got up this morning there was a knock at the 
door.It was my best friend Dana,she had come to tell me 
the~e was a baby boy b~rn •. (2) ~ 
· We are haveing a sever~ winter here at cupids cove ~ 
.Ei~h~_of my people have di~d. (3) · 
. ' 
. 
Last w~nter was unpredictable:wwe all ran out of food so 
we had to trap .fox and musk tat. The. wint:er was so severe 
that people began to catch scurvy and pne·umonia. All 
the animals died;We will ~eave foi home tomorrow and we 
·will never lave our home town ever again.oh, b~ the 
.way the baby's father is Nocols Guy. 
Rese~rcher's tield notes: 
1. added byline 
.. . 
2. deleted •well anyway.• 
3. added •Eight of my people.have died.• 
Helen 
Helen's first assignment contained ·many examples of 
. 
revisions at the ~ord~ phrase · and sentence~ levels. The 
. . . ' . 
product of the first writing session followa: 
. . . 
A . DAY IN THE CUPIDS 
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~ 
\ One ·day whAe .Jo_hn Guy was in the garden pi~·k-ing 
vegetables-a ~eal bad· stor~· came up.This storm was the 
:storm cif 1613 and w~s ~he flrst very bad storm;Joh Guy 
was abou.t ·40 when this happened. ; ... 
. On day two ,Helen a~d~d . new mate'r ial 1"~d~ !t.t. 
revision to her previqus· day's.wdrk. 
A DAY IN THE CUPIDS 
. One day while John Guy was in the garden picking 
vegetables a real bad ·storm came up. (1) When John Guy 
relized the storm was getting worse,he went home and 
ciosed the shu.t.ers. - ·( 2) This storln was the storm of 1613 
anQ. was tJ:le f~rst very bad. John Guy was about '40 when 
this happen~d .• 8 people _died of food shortage .and .some of 
the animals died. Although this was the wors~winter 
eyer, it. was --good· to ·. be_cause a baby boy was born. 
"\ 
Researcher•s field notes: 
1. I~erted ~xtra sp~ce bet~een words 
2. Inserted sentence; "When John •.. shuters." 
.. 
Day three saw the addition of new material to the 
end of her pr~vious day's work and two ~ord - additions~ 
Researcher's field notes: 
' . 
. . ' 
1. I-nserted "October" before 1613 
2. Inserted ·"one"· after .~.first very bad". • 
~ ~ . 
On da~ . four .Helen adde~. more new mat.erial to the end 
., ' 
. . . 
of ~er wri~ing and made two revisions at the word level 
. ........ ~ 
. . ' .. 
to he~:-pre"::ious day • -~- ,·work. 
I ' 
.. , 
.· 
l 
• Researcher's~field notes: • 1.; 
·.. l 
··1 .• Ins?rtJd .-.third",. befb~e · • st~r·m• " "' . 
· ·2. Insertec1. ~ l~l2" to . ~ecom\ "161~~1"613" 
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On day five Helen "made one word substitutidn in her 
previous writing. 
Re~earcher's field notes: 
l. Chang-ed "bad" t;:o •severe" . ' 
., . 
. On day six Helen made several revisions to her 
previous day's writing . 
., 
Researcher's field notes: 
1. Changed "garden• to "fi~ld" 
2. Deleted \"picking vegetables• 
• 3. Changed •october• to "December• 
4. Change_d "40" to "forty• 
.. 
5. Changed ·a~ to "eight" 
6. Ch~nged "J• to "three" 
On day seven a by-line was added along with some new 
material. 
Day eight saw two revisions · to earlier work. 
Researc~er's field notes: 
! • 
1. Changed ~born" to "deliVered" 
' . ' 
2. Insert~d "to the wife of Nicholas 1.-cur.~~-· -
. . . \ ~ ~----- . 
Helen's finis~ed ~roduct (afte~~~~e writing 
~~ssions) appears below: \~ 
· · A DAY IN c8PIDS 
' . '--
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. , O~e ~~Y .John, was in the · field and a · real bad 
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stor~ came up. When John Guy relized the storm was 
getting worse,. he went home and closed the. shuters. 
This· storm. was th~ thi_rd stoF.m.of December, 1612- 1613 
and was the fi-rst very severetr..one. _John Guy was about 
forty when this happened. Eight people died of eood· 
shortage ~nd som~~of the ariimals died. Althocgh this 
·- .w~s the wors~ winter ~veri it was also a go6d .winter 
~ecause a bab~' - boy was d~livered ·.to the wife -of ' Nicholas 
·Guy. The storm lasted~ weeks ·and john· Guy st~~d in 
· the house. This was going. to be boring stayTrlg in the 
. hous~ all three weeksso John Guy· made som~ town rules • 
EXAMPLE:No person was permitted to light a fire in the 
woods. ~. No ship captain was permitted to receive 
deserters from the colony. 3. No damage to stage~, 
flakes or cook-rooms wo.uld be tolerated. Then John Guy 
called the people to a meeting and they talked over the 
rules. As· they were talking the rules over~ "the wind 
died down. John Guy looked out the window and saw the 
storm lowering.John Guy cal-led out to his people and 
told them that the storm was lowering. When his people 
heard the news, they shouted for joy! .Then in March, 
~ohn Guy·left for England. John-Guy•s ~rowd began 
seperating because they couldn•t work without him. Then 
another person came to control them,.but he couldn•t do.~ 
it. That was starting to be the end of cupids. 
I 
Darrell 
Darrell•~first day of writing on assignment number 
one produced'the following text: 
• 
We have come over from England. We have only 1 
house, . ·2 or 3 storage build-ngs and 2 or 3 boats. The 
fish ar~ good, the soil is not~ . In a year · we returned 
to England for wemen· and livestock. 
Day two on assign~ent one saw some new material 
----·-·-· ---·added to the end as- well as' a couple of revisions to the 
previous day•s . w~rk: 
John G~ (1) 
' 
" We have come. over from England. We . .' have only 1 
ho~se, · 2 or 3 storage buildlngs and 2 or 3. 'boats / The . 
fish -·ar·e good, the soil is not. In · a yar. we returned to 
England for women (2) and live~tock~The winte~ of 1613 
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was the worst ever. 8 
first Europen baby was 
years Guy wen-t back to 
captain JQhn Mason b~t 
the colony failed. 
of our men died. Th~ winter the 
born on the island. After 4 
England. The new leader was 
because of his lack of leadership 
--
Researcher's field notes: 
1. Added title 
2. Changed "wemen" · to "women" 
.. Below is the text after the third day of writing on 
• 
assignment one: 
John Guy 
We are settl~rs and (l) have come over from England. 
Our leader is John Guy. ( 2) We have only 1 house 1 • 2 or 3 
storage buildings and 2 'or 3 boats. We have· called tis 
place Cupidfo. ( 3) The fish are ~ood 1 thesoil is not. .rn 
a year we . ieturned to England for women and 
livestock.The winter of 16~3 was the worst ever. 8 of 
our men died. That winter tfe first Europen baby was · 
born on the island. After 4~ears Guy went back to 
England. The new leader was Captain John Mason but 
because of his lack of leadership ~he colony failed. 
Researcher's field notes: 
1. Inserted "are settlers and• 
• 
2, Inserted "Our leader is John Guy." 
3. Inserted •we have called this,place cupids." 
,•-
At the end of day four, Darrell's text had taken on 
. 
a new look. ' He had inserted se~en sentences and added 
an "epilogue." 
Joh~ Guy 
We ar~ ~ettlers and have come over from England. 
our lader is John .Guy. we have only .1 house, 2 or 3· 
storage buildings ahd 2 .or 3 boat~. we. have called this 
place cupids. The fish ·are ·good, . the soi1 is . ~d.t. ·My · 
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/ 
job ~~ to patrol the isiand. Today we ·found 
THEY WERN'~ FRIENDLYillliJJJ They ar~ going 
ptoblem. It is very cold.~ W~ have to sleep 
·~e.d~. ' We're homes.ick .. '(1) 
. . ttl 
nat i.ves . . 
I • 
to . be a 
on straw 
Epl1o~e: ( 2.> . 0 . 
. · : !ri a year .we _retur·~ed . to ·Erig1and f .or women and 
livestock~The winter df· 161~ was the wors~ever. 8 of 
our . men died: ' -That . winter the fir;.;t ·· ~uropen baby was · 
born on the .~sland. · ~fte~r ··~ years. Guy went ba.ik to 
England. - ~he neW ' leader as Capta1n John Mason but 
because r his_ lac~ of lea ersh~p tne colonly: failed. 
0 
Researcher~s field notes: I o 
1. Inserted seven new sentences. f 
2. ~dded ~Epiloge~ heading 
Day five saw· signiftcant revisions to Darrell's -
previous day's work: 
. -~, __ ) . 
John Guy 
we are settlers and have come over from England. 
Our leader is John Guy. we have only 1 house, 2 or.3 
storage buildings and. 2 or 3 boats. we have called this 
plac~ Cupids. The ~ish are ~ood{ the soil is not. (1) 
My job is to patrol the island. Today we found " 
natives. THEY WEREN'T F~IELDNL~Illlllll They are going 
to be a problem. 
We a~: ~~~i~~o~~ =~a~~v:g~~~~nw~~tt~! ~~~~~~: w~~~r~s~re 
also a lot of fish and wild animals. ' ( 2) 
it is ver~ cold. we h~~e to sleep n straw beds. 
We're homesick. It would- be nice to go home fo'r · a ·i 
while. someday. (3) \ 
'Epilogue: 
· . . In a year we returned/ to Engl_and for women and .. 
· livestock. 'The winter of 1613 was · the worst ever. 
Eight of our men dled. That 'Winter the first Europen 
~aby J~as bar~ on the · island. After. four ·ye~rs Guy went 
back to England. · The new leader ~as captain John j Mason 
bUt because tif his lack of' l•adershlp the colony ~ailed . 
. I • I 
Reseait~er•s field nbteh: 
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.. /' 
'·, \ 1. Made paragraphing c~anges 
•' 
2.. Inserted ·three~ sentences 
se.rke·r;l~~s ' 3 ." Inser~ed two . 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
"' . 
;. 
' 
'-
'\:. 
. . _· __ -. Analy~is of Revisions 
Total Numbe'r-.,of Re-visions 
. ' ' · .. 
, 
' 1 l· 
·-\ 
. ' li; 0 • tota.l number of. revisions made during each 
, • . I , • . 
, . ' piece of wr i t.ing by_ each .studen.t was calculat'_ed (see 
I " . Jf . . ·~ ' 
· .. ~Table';s). o~ the first. ~-ss~g.nmEmt, the· number : .o·~ ... >. : . 
i • ' ' - . . ' ' 
. :... . .. . ..... .... . ~ 
~~visi._o~s rim.ged ~fro!f!_ 1 t\66 with.- the mean · be'ing '1~._7 
f a I '• , 
revisions. rdn -... the se.corid ieee of writing ··the · n'urnber of 
' • I 
reviiions ranged· f~om 0 to 19 wi~h -mean of 5.2. On 
' 
,. I • : 
the final writ'i:.n'g assiqnment the numbe·r of revisions 
---· . r . . I 
•ranged ,from 0 to 23 wi·th a mean of 5.;7_ revisi·ons. 
--- ·. 
• • J 
. ~ '),. 
Rev1sions Per ·Hundred W~ord~ 
. . ' ' . 
· secau~e of th~-flature of the ~ssignment~, the first 
piece wri.t.tel!--~ach . ~tudent tend~t~ b·:_ th~ l.£!'gest. 
The number . of 'revisions ,_per hundred . words was · calcJJ,l a ted 
' -
. ' 
for each assignment of each student · (see !able 5). ~ 
On the first a~signme~t the nu~be~ · of revisions per 
...... 
hu~_dt;ed · wo-~ds. ranged .from. Tracy's 21.4 to Scott's 0 •. 
The mean number "'Qf~ revisions per 'hundred words for the 
. ) ' . . ~ . .. 
~ ~ 
first·assi_gnment was 8.6. The second .affsi.gnment showed 
. ~ "'~ . · . 
the numb~r of · rev~sion~ pe~ hundred words ranging from 
.. 
Adam•• 14.3 to ·se~eral cases of 0 g~vihg a mean of 2.8. 
T~e third piece of wri~~n~ rev~a~ed a ~ange _of f~om 
-( 
Sandy's 11.4 hundred. 
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Total Number of Revisions 
Ass~gnment 
and Re~isions Per 100 Words on Each 
I \, ' 
. / 'i : . • . 
Name· 
Assign. 
No. 1 
. ","" 
Total Rev. Per. . 
·· .Rev,. 1M> Wds . · 
~.\ 
Adam ··"' 27 6. 5 
1 'sen :·· .... 31" · 7. 9 • .· eo.b . >15- : 6,. 9 , 
Bre,nda. 25-:--- ---.. , 19.2 .· ·• 
.B r i a n . . 2 ---:--.~ ... 1 • ·6 \. · · 
· ~ . .-:;:: Bri~·6get 6 s-:¥-
' · ·- colin 3 2.5 
crysta~ .22 15.0 
' · Dar-rell ' '13 6.6 
Douglas 2 2.0 
J · Edward 11 14.3 
Evan· 29 16 ~6 
Gail · 6 1 2.9 
Gloria·- .... - ~1- ·o. 7 
H~a~h~r 8 3.7 
He1eh 19 7.0 
~tl~~ 14 8.3 r 
HOUSton 9 · 7.1 
.. Howard. 2 f .. 0 
John 5 Ill ,4 • 0 o 
Mary · 20 14. 3 0 - -
Melissa. 24 10.7 
Paige. 21 9.7 
· Pau1a 18 14.3 
Rebecca 35 l4. 7 • 
saftdy 66 .15. 2 
Sctitt 0 0.0 
Sean '· -.. _ 2 0.3 
Tammy il· - · · 6.8 
Tr~cy 24 21.4 
Wanda f 48 19.0 
I 
'. 
.· 
(~;;,<<"'. •, . >'" , I , , 
Assign. 
No, .. 2 
Assign • .. 
No.3. ·. . "' ~.; .. 
Total Rev. Per~ . -Total 
Rev. 
Rev. Per-~ 
100 Wds. : Rev. 100 Wds. · · ~
·. . .......... 
.I 
1,3 . ~ ,14.3 . 7 2.0 
!5 . 1. 7 . . 3 {). 7.: 
13 6.9 ~4 . · . 1:o 
··:3 . 1 ~,7 . : . . ... :_ i .. 2 
,0 O.Q .1 · ' 0.4 
7 4. 5. 7 2 •. 6 
·- 0~ 0.0 • 1. O.a.O 
. I 
'- _'·----] 3 ~-4 '· 1 .. 0. 5 
. . . 0' , '-.. 0 • 0 4 1 • 6 
. 3 ... ..____ -~ 2 •. o 6 4 ~ • 2 
·T -o.a · o 1 ·o.o· 
15 6,·; -1. 9 \ 2 • 1 
3 1.2 ' 12 \ 3.2 
0 0.0 ~ 0.4 
f) 0 • 0 1 ·,..._ 0 • 3 . 
. 17 · 7.6 . 8 3.1 
2 . 1. 2 2 a· 1 ... . 1 
1 0 •. 8 0 0. 0 
i' 2.5 1 0.2 •• 
1 0.-5 23 °8.4 
. 6 3.3 16 5.9 
·:. B· 4.8 ,11 ·• 3.7 
7 2.2 8 3.8 
• :_.J 2.1 0 o.o 
19 9.o · 5 1.s 
3 . 1 • 6 2 0 ·tl • 4 
1. -.,..0.4 0 0.0 
4 1.0 0 0.0 
0 o.o. ·8 -2·.7 
4 . 1 ~ 7 4 '1 . 1' 
10 5.3 ll 4.·1 
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words · resulting in a fuean of 2.2. As a summary measure 
. . . 
" . of the ·numbe·r of r-~yis l.ons per hundred' word~, the 
/ . ...1' -- ., ' 
ave~ge number over a~l thre~ asst~ments was computed 
ior each s~ud~nt. This calculation saw a range of from 
Sco~ 's 0.1 •to . Wand<('~ · ~. 5 revi~ions per. ~undre~rds . 
· giving a mean of 4. 5 for tlle· class. · • 
'_/" . ~ ( 
~ o -"""- ----- · ., ., . , Revi,sions at Variou~ Levels 
~ ~ \ 
I '-. • 
..::-· . . 
• 
... 
• 
. . . ·r . 
The revisions made by the children in their writing 
'.. t .. ,,.,, ,Jt,, .. 
-·--·were:-c-at-egori~ed .~as eit·her a1 ,format~ c_hang_es ·1 i.e., ! 
.. 
ChangeS in Spe1ling·l tense 1 nUmber. I abbreVia'tiOn 1 . . '• 
·. 
p'unctu~tion) 1 b) addi t io~s, deletions,· substitution~, or • 
• 
reorderings ·at --tpe ·word, phrase or sente~ce. l~vel or c) 
. . v 
textual .changes · (i.e., major changes . in content or 
. . 
direction). -. 
. " 
Revision at . the Formal Lev 
· The number Of. form.,:L~ revisi:ons Of\ assignment n'umber 
~n& rang~d from 0 to 57 resulting•in a mean of 8.8 . 
. \ . - . 
fotmal : r~visi6ns (see Table 6}. On assignment number 
two the range was fro~ 0 to 12 resulting in a . mean oi 
2, 2 formal revisions. On the th'i rd ass ign'merit. the rang,e 
... 
was from 0: to ·16 giving a mean of 2. 2 formal -rev is ions. 
For each piece of ~ritin~ the p~rcentage of 
reV'isions at the formal lev'el, was calculated ( se~ Table 
"-6). For ·assignment number one fi1~ .per.centages ranged 
. . . 
.. 
from Sean•_s'af\P Gloria's 0 to Hp~rd·· ... ~ 100 resulting in· . 
a mea,n •Q;· 46.3 .Perce?t ... In assignm~nt"rtumber twd the 
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rtable 6 
....... .r. 
Numbe.r and Perc.entage of ~rmal L-evel Revisions 
• As~ignment Assignment 
No .. 1 No. 2 
• 
0 
Number -Percent o Numl:)er Perceot 
Formal Formal Formal Formal 
.. \ 
\.---. -~ . .... . • Student . . 
Adam - 14 51.9 3 23.1 
'· 
"-" Ben 28 90o3 0 OoO 
" -
-Bob . ·-1"2 80o0 a· 61.5 
. Brrenda 21 84o0 0 o.o 
Brian. 1 SOoO 0 . ·· ·o. o 
Bridget 2 33o3 4 57 .• 1 
Colin 2 66o7 0 o.o 
Cryst~l 12 54.6 s. 71.4 
• 
. ,o. 0 . Darrell 3. 23o1 0 
Douglas 1 'SO. 0 3 100 .. 
Edward 1 9.1 0 tt:o 
Evan a· 27.6 6 - 40.0 
·Gail 1 1.6 0 7 0 0.0 
'. 
I 
Glorj,a 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Heather 5 62.5 ) 0 o.o 
Helen • 1 5.3 7 41.2 HildaJ" 2 14'. 3 0 · o·. o 
'Houston 7 77.8 0 0.0 
·. Howard 2 100 0 0.0 
·John 1 20.0 0 0.0 
M.!ry 7 35.'0 3 50.0 
. Melissaf 15 62.5 . 4 50.0 
Paige ·14 57.1 2 28.6 ) - - . 
Paula 7 \ 38o9 3" 100 Rebecca 26 74.3 12 63o2 
. ,Sandy 57- 86.4 2 66.7 
js~ott. 0 .o .o 0 o.o 
! Sean \0 0.0 0 0.0 
. ' Ta~ 8 72.7 - -- ____ o . 0 0 0 
· · -Trac "4 16.7 2 . I 5_o. o 
wanda \ . 14 29 ·.--2 3 30.0 
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on each Assignment 
Assignment 
\ No. 3 
Number · Percent 
Formal F<;>·rmal 
\ \ .. 
1 ' \ 14.3 . 
-\.O \ o.-d 
o \ ·. -o. o 
2 · i 66.7 
0 o.o 
. 1 " . 14:. 3 
0 •.: 0. o-
1 .-') -. 1 ioo -· 
1 25.0 ' 
6 \ HiO ; 
0 \ ~. 0. 0 
0 . 0. 0 
1 8 0 ~. 
0 , ' 0.0 -
1 lOQ 
0 0.0 
.. 0 . 0.0 
0 0.0 
·o o.o 
. 16---...__. ~9.6. 
9 ~.-3 
1 9o1 
1 12". 5 
0 0. 0 . 
1 20.0 
17 85 . 0 
o o.o· 
0 0.0 
5 . 62.5 ' 
1 25 .-o 
4 36o4 
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range was from several cases bf 0 to~~s and 
ooagl~S 1 100 giving a m~ari of 33.3. For the final 
4 . 
assignment the perceRtage of revisions at' the forrnai 
leVel_ ranged onc'e again from ~everal cases of 0 to 
~ 
several ·cases of 100 with ~mean of ~2.2 percent • 
... 
l 
·'Again, as a s·ummary measur.e ~~ the per-centage of 
I 
\ 
' 
• 
' ' · ~ 
revisions at the for~al -- ,~evel, ' the av~rage ' perc~~ta~e ol" ··--::----.____ 
revisions. ai:. t 'he . formal . }e.vel- was c~lculated ·.(see Table -.____....._______ 
' ......_____ 
. •. 
7) ~- ?-'h~· average ranged ftorn .. Gloria 1s, Scott"1 s· and 
0. . . 
sean 1 s - ~ · percent 
39.6 perce~t for 
to ~ sen 1 s 90·. 3. perQ.ent with a m'ean of' 
~h-e cla'J as a ·~h·~~e .• For twenty-:-o~e 
;to' ~ 
• ', . 
of tbe students, the average percentage of revisions at . 
t .. he formal lev-e-l--was les~ than -so.'_perce-~t~~--_;_--· ·· 
• ..,. . ... I 
18 sttiden~s th .. at averta~e .was les~ than, 40 percent. 
Revisions at the word Level 
• ·: The number of revisions. at the ·w~ level for · 
assignment number one ranged from zero to 18 givin9 a 
. 
mhan of ~.2 word level revisions (see Table 8). · 
Assignment · number two saw a range of frdrn 0 ~o 5 word 
level rev i~ions resuLt in g. in a m~an of 1.1. "The third 
assign~ent resul~ed in a range of·from 0 to 7 word level 
revisions giving a 'mean of 1~7. 
For each piece of writi-ng o.f each student the 
percen~age of their revisions wh~c_h were at the wor..d. 
level was calculate.d (see Table 8). For assignment 
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Table 7· ... .. 
Av~~ag~ Percentage of Formal Revisions Over the Three 
Pieces.of Writin~ Showing Number of Students at Each 
Level 
Aver~ge " 
. Per~~nt~ge 
·o-10 
11-20·. 
21-JQ 
·31.-40 . 
41-50 . 
51-60. 'J 
-61-:-.70 . 
71-80 I 
a,i-90. 
91-100 
"" -
.. 
Students 
6 
1 
4 ., . 
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3: 
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I t r --Table 8 
Word Level Revisions on each p.sos i gnmen t fl I / ' 'II 
--
Assfgnmerit 
\ 
Assignrnlnt Assignment ' • ~ No .. l No. 2 No . 3 .,. 
.. I 
-
Percent .I . ' . - N1,1m~~r Percent. ~mb~r .. Percent. 
wo·rd Word ord · .~ord Word . . \ • 
Student .. 
Adam 7 25 .. 9 3 23;,l 4 · 57.1 I ~ 
-Ben r ·.· 3.2 0 o.o 1 2 66.7 ' ' . : . . . 
.. . sob' 1 ·. 6~.7 . 4 ~o •. a 2 so.o ' .. . . .. 
' Brenda ' .. . 1 4.0 f El 0. 0 . . . · . . .. . 0 o.o 
' i Br;,ian. 
' 
1 ·so; o 0 0.0 · .. ~ 100 
Bridget :1. ·. 16 . .7 .(\ J 14.3 1 14 •. 3 
Colin 1 ' . 3'3.3 ,I 0 o· o. · o 0.0 ! . 
. crystal • 4 18.2 _ .._, 0 . 0. 0 .. · . 0 o.o 
Darrell 0 0.0 0 . o.o 2 ·so. tl 
-. DougJ;.as 1 so. o·_. _.. ~-· __ · ~o ___ 0 .• 0. o· 0 .• 0 ' 
Edward 0 ' 0,0 1 100 0 o.o 
E_yan 4 13.8 4 26.:7 4 44.4 
Gail 1 16.7 0 ·o. o 
·.: 7. 58.3 
Gioria 0 0.0 0 o. o· 0 o.o 
Heather· 0 0.0 0 0.0 o- o.o 
Helen 13 68.4 4 : 23.5 . 4 50.0 .. 
Hilda 2 14.3 1 50.0 (j o.o ' · 
Hou·ston 0 o.o 0 o·. o --..; 0 o.o 
John 0 0.0 1 roo 7 30.4 
Mary 0 0.0 0 · . o·. o 3 18.8 1/ Melissa • 2 8.3 0 o.o 2 18.2 
• Paig~ 0 0.0 3 42.7 4' 50.0 
Paula 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 -4.• 0 .. o 
· Rebecca 6 17.1 5 26.3 ~0 Sandy ' 1 1.5 0 o. o· ~ 0 
Scott 0 .. Q. 0 
'0 0. 0· 0 "-'() 0. ()"-
Sean . co 0.0 4 100 0 o.o . Tammy 2 18.2 0 0.0 3 37.5 
Tracy 2 8.3 0 .. o.o . r 0, o.o 
Wanda 18· '37. 5 3 30.0 0 ci.o 
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: 
zero to Helen's'68 percent 9iving a mean of 13.7 
• 
F_df assignment number two the range was ~rom J~rcent. . . 
\ro to 100 
ci}ss. For 
percent· with a mean o~ 23.7 percent for the 
assignmen~ number three the range again was 
Jl • ,'1 • "' " 
/ 
fr;'om zer.o to 100 perce·nt giving a mean of 29.6 percent 
of\ ~ 
' revisio~s. at the_w.Ord level. '( 
\ . 
Th~ ·averag~ perc~ntage of revisions" .. ~t th) word 
:...-:----·· . . . . ' ' . 
leyel L·was calculated as a summary measure ( se_e_ Table 91. 
The range waq f~om ~ero to -75 percent with a mean fo~, 
the c!'ass ··of 21. 9··-percent •·. ~~hirty st ude:~~s" had· an · 
·. _,.. ' ' 
average'of fifty percent or less. Twenty-two stud~nts 
had an average of · thirty percent or less. 
Per;entag~\of Revisions at Both the Formal or Word 
J 
\ 
-
Por assignment n,umber one the average 
revis£ons at both the form~l and ~ord levels was 60.1 
'percent (see Table 10 Q. For assignment nunmber two· it . 
; ' ~as 57 perce~t and for a~signment nu~ber three it was 
61.8 percent. 
The average percentage of revisions.~t both the 
f·ormal and word levels for all three assignments w;/s 
' ' 
59.1 perc~nt (see T~bles 10 and 11). 
. ' ... 
Pe~centage of Revisions at Both the . sent~nce~ and Text 
.. ' 
.Levels o 
The P~rCent:ge of r:~~· at both the sentence 
and text levels ranged from zero to 53 percent for 
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' Table .9 " 
. ,.t .. • , • 
• • ,.. ' . l:) ' 
~verage Per centage o~ Word Level Revisions over the 
Three Pieces of~rit ~ng- Showing Number of Students at 
Each Level I - -.-- \ 
., 
. -:: -
' --. . 
Averc;lge 
Per.centage 
0-10 
11-20 ·_ 
21-39 
-. 31-40 . 
41-50 
51~60 
61-70 
71-80 
81-90 
91-100 
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Table 10 
• 
~ . '• 
. 96" • 
I 
·f •• 
.. 
-~ -
Perc~ntage of Formal and Word Level Revisions on Each 
Assignment 
t. 
Student - t.lo. 1 
Adam· 77.8 
Ben 93.6 
Bob . 86.7 
Brenda · ·• 88.0 
Brian 100.0 
-Bridget 50.0 
Colin • _100.0 .-
Crystal 72·. 7 
·Darrell 2J.1 ...._ 
nouglar lo·o. o 
Edward . .9 .1 
·Evan · 41.4 
Gail ' ' · 33.3 
Gloria o.o 
Heather 62.5 
Helen 73.7 
Hilda 28 .'6 
Hou-ston 77. B 
Howard 100.0 
• John 20.0 
Mary 35.0 
Melissa 70.8 
Paige 57 .• 1 
Paula 38.9 
Rebecca ·91 • 4 
Sandy 87 ._9 
-scott' o.o 
Sean 0.0 
Tam~ - · 90.9 
Tracy 25.0 ' 
wanda 66.7 
•. 
No.·· 3. No. 2 
r 
46 .• 2 711.4' 
0,.0' ·66.7 
92.3 50.6 
o.o· 6~.7~ 
0~0 10,0.0 
71.4 . 218.6 
0.0 . o.o 
7JJ.4 · 100.0 
o.o ~- · ?s.o 
-100.0 100.0 
100.0 o.o 
66,.. 7 44. 4 
\
- 0.0 66.7 
• J o.o• o.o 
0.0 100.0 
64.7 50.0 5o.o , ··o.o 
i~:g ~:~ 
00.0 100.0 
50.0 . 7S.O 
. 50.0 27.3 
71.4 62.5 
100.0 o.o 
89.5 -10'0.0 
66.,7 .. 100.0 
. 0. o, ' 0. 0. 
100 . 0~ o.o 
- o·. o - 1-o·o. ·o -
5'0.0 25.0 
60. (f 36~4 
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\ ( I --Table 11 
. , 
1\yerage· Per-centage Qf Forma.l and Word Level RevisH>ns 
over the Three Pieces of Writing sbo~ing Number of 
Students at Ea~h Level --
Av.erage 
Percentage Students 
0-10 ' .,2 
-11-iO· · 0 .. 
21-~~ / . / 1 
31-40~~ 3 
41-50 4 
\ .. 
51-60 7 
.· .. ·-,:- ·.61-10 .;_ /: 5 . 
•t' 71-80 . ~ ' : -a-l -::-""9 o- · --· ·. · - . 1 2 
. ·· ·91-100 7 . 5 
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a~signment number pne _ resul~ng in a mean of 13.7 .. 
~ 
• • ~percent (see Table . l2). · For assignment numb~r tw~ the 
percentage ranged from zero to 80 percent resulting in a 
mean _of 14. 2 perr:ent. · Assignment number ~hree produced 
a range of from zero to 50 percent with a mean of 13.1' 
per-cent.·-· .. 
~-
..... -
.. 
< 
Once again a summary _ measure. was calculated. The· 
av~age percenbage of revisions at bpth . the sentence ·and 
~ I ' • • 'I " () • • ' • , 
telt levels for all ·thr_ee ·assignment-s wa·s . 13. 7 :fpercent. 
\ ~ Iride_!!d,. fift/,( stud~n·~ h~d a~ average percentage. of. 10 
· · _per.pent -o~/i_ess (see Table_ lJ/:• ~ _ .. 
.· 
. / . "" Other· Var; i.able's 
• • For a summary o_f the· other variables used, see· 
. . .. 
Table 14. . · ·( 
Age. The children's ages ran~ed from 10 yea~s 0,' 
I · 0 
months to 11 years 8 months. The average age on J~nuary 
, 1, 1986 was 10 years 9 months. 
Measure of ability'". The measure o·f . ability 
percentile scores used in this study ranged from "10 -to 
·99 gi-Ving a m,ean SCOJ;e of ~.1. 9 • .;, . . 
, 
. Typing speed. The three-minute ~yping · speed test 
administe'ted· in A~ri1 tesulted . in scores of from 4.0 to 
14.3'words per m~nute with a mean of 9.6 ~ords per 
. . . 
.-
. .. 
minute • . 
·;·;. 
. . 
. -- - Facility of use. · In t ·he "test t;o ·.·measure· the 
I I \ l ,. 
, · -studentsi f_acil~ty·. of ~se of the · sank_"S~r-eet Writer word 
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Table· ·12 
~ PekceHtage of Sentence and Text £evel Revisions on ~ach 
Assignment 
~ 
student ·-No. 1 No. 2 No . . 3' 
.~ ~ Adam ~- ·o. o • 30-.8 , 
. sen 80. o: . o.o .. 'f 
' • ; Bob o.o 50 .• 0 . . 
Brehda a •. o· o.o 39 • .0 
Brian . O.Q o.e ~ 0·. Q ,. 
Bridget 16.7 28.6 28~6 ) . ' ' . 
"' 
' Colin• o.o o.o 0.0" '. _,__ 
.. 
~ 
cr·ys·tal 9.1 - . . ~ -· 28.6 0.0 ., : 
' 
,... Darr~;l.l 53.9 0.0 . -o. 0'· 
Douglas o.o 0. 0. . o.o v \ Edward . 2.7 .3 0.0 o·. o \ E.., an ' ~!/. .• 9 : 20~0 44.4 I ·. 
"Gail ... o·. o·· . 66. 7 16.7 . 
Gloria ... . 0·;·0 o.o /0.0 ; . .. 
,... He'at~er ~5.· o. ·o.o ' o .. 0 
HE? len 5.3 ' 11·. 8 12.5 
Hilda 35 .·7 1 .0 .. 0 ~-0 .Jl.. ... 
. Houstoil o. o· 0.0 . 0.0 • 
'Howard o·. o .25 .o . co .0 · 
John· ~0 .6 . o. 0 0.;:.;0 , .. .... -:. . . 
. f'tary 30.0 0. o .. . ,6'·~··''3 .. 
Melissa 
'I> 4·. 2 0.0 . . 18. t. 
?aige 33.-3 14'. 3 o.o • 
' . 
·Paule!.'" 3'3. 3 o.o o.o,_. 
. ··~ebecca 2. 9 ' 0..0 · 0.0 ' ~ 
. . 
·sandy '7. 6 o.o 0.0 ·. -... ~ .~· .. 
..... 
scott \._ 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sean . 0. 0.· o.o o.o .. . 
' 
~ 
·TamlllY o.o o·.o ,,q 0. 0, .. 
Tracy .. . 45 8 50.0 50.0 
"'""'· 
J • 
-
~ 
wanda 10.4 .0. 0. 18.2 
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·1.- Tabl~ 13 
Average Percentage of. Sentence ana. Text Level Revisions 
over the Three Pieces of writing showing Numbe'r of 
Students a't Each Level · · · . · 
. -Av.erag·e · ·· 
· ·p~rcen~~ge. 
.· · 0~:10 
·r 11-2'0 
., 2i--J·o 
·. · ·31-~0 
. ~ 41-50 -- ·. 
. . . ___ .. 51~ ·6·0 .' 
.. , . 61-70 
71-BO 
8~-90 .. . 
91-10.0 
I . 
' . 
' . 
. ,. 
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, . 
' . 
•' 
s~udefts 
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0 . . 
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processing ~gram, the times ranged from 230 seconds t.o 
828 seconds with a mean of 4'14. 
Relationships 
.. Table 1'5 shows the correlation between each of the 
variables noted in, this study ·and ,the n':mbers and levels 
of_revisipns in ea-ch ··of 'the thr-ee pieces of writing • 
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Table 15 
, 
? Matrix of Corrrelation Coefficient~ 
'"!-
I 
No. Formal Rev. Assign. 1 
No. Formal Rev. Assign. 2 
No. Formal\ Rev. Assign. 3 
% Formal Rev. Assign. 1 
-% Formal Rev. Assign. 2 
· ~ Formal Rev.· Assign. 3 
% Word Leve·l Rev. As~ign. 1 
%. Word Level Rev·. Assign. 2 
) 
% - ~~eve}. Rev. A~~ig;n. 3 
% Format~~o~d Level 'Rev. Assign~ 1 
% Formal/Wo-r,d, Leve"l Rev • . Assign ·. 2 
% Form~l/Wor·d 'Level Rev. Assign. 3. 
- % Phrase/Sent./Text· Rev. Assign: 1 
. % Phrase/Sent./~xt Re_v. Assign. 2 
% Phrase/Sent./Text Rev. Assign. ~3 
. % Sent. and Text Rev. Ass-ign. · 1 
\ Sent, and Text Rev. •ssign. 2 
% .... Sent. and Text Re.v. Assign. 3 
. 
Rev. Per 100 Words Ass.,gn. 1 
Rev. Per 100 words. Assign. 2 
Rev. Per 100 Wortls Assigq. J . 
Age . 
~.X.yping .Sp~ed (WPM) 
Facility at Using " BSW 
Mea.sure of Ability (CTBS) 
Note. 
= Revisions 
= -Assignment 
= Sentence 
.. 
- Bank Street Writer 
... 
Age 
-.13 
--.20 
-.09 
. 05 . 
\ -.23 
-.15 
/"' 
• 34 
-.13 
. .• 47 . 
• 23 
-. 30 
.21 
-. 23 
. 
-. 13 ' 
-. 19 
-. 18 
• 
-. 10 
-.14 
-. 24 
-.21 
'\.--:'". 15 
1. 00 . 
-. 09 
• 20 
• 01 
Rev. 
Assi gri, 
sent. 
BSW 
C.TBS = canadian. Test of Basic 
= Words Per Minute 
S-kills 
' WPM 
• 
\ .. 
\ ' 
.. 
. .. ~ 
WPM BSW CTBS 
• OS ~-02 -:20 
f 211 • 12 .04 
-. 06 \. 04 -. 03 
-. 03 ~04 -.16 
'- .. . 12 -.10 .02 
• 04 -. 07 -.11 
I 
\ 
I 
-- . \ 
. • 28 
-.14 -.09 . 
.13 -. 04 ·. - .li 
• 26 ~ .14 . ..21 \ 
·.-12 -.11 -.19 
• 20 -.11 .06 
• 15 -.11 • os . 
·-. 03 .01 .16 j 
• 07 -.13 .14 
• 38 -. 36 , ,32 . 
' 
- . 07 - · .10 .13 
• 31 -. 26 .39 
• 34 .:.. • 30 .18 
. . 
-. 01 • 10 -.14 . 
.41 -. 26 .-. 21 
• 09 -.16 .12 --- ~ 
_r_·og 
.20 - - .0'1 
1. 00 .: • 75 .55 
-. 75· 1.00 -. 75 
• 55 -. 75 1.00 
• 
• 
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,· 
' · 
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CHAPTER: 6 
ATTITUDE SURVEY 
' -
Ques~ionna~re Results 
After ~he children·· had fi .riis~~d · their_ third wr'itin_g 
. ' •' assig ·n~~nt, ~n at.titude . ~_ur_vey .in the form .. ol a 
' que~·t i6nna•ir.e was administered. · The . childre·n·' s · ariswe~ ~~- .. 
• 1 • • ' 
rev~_ale'd ·some in-teresting ·dat~ regardipg their at-titudes 
. . ( 
about writing with computers (see Table 16, p. 111). 
. , .. ' . ' 
Thes.e results conf.irm tho,se reported ear 1 ier· . in. ~his 
report·. The answ-ers to·· each. question are: ·.reported 
below. (An asterisk beside the scale ·indicates Evan's 
.r -· 
answer.) 
1. How well did you like writinCJ using a computeme 
l, 
Scale Studen'ts Percent 
' 
1 (a lot) "21 72% 
· "' 2* .. 6 21% 
3 1 3%. • 
4 • \ 0 0% ·--- --~  5 (not at al'l) · 1 3% 
2. How difficult was it for you t.o learn to use the Bank 
Street Writer program? 
I 
' l 
~ ~ .. ,. •. 
" 
.. 
., 
... 
I 
I • 
' . 
- , 
l, ' • 
. I 
I 
I ~ 
·-
1,05 
Scale Students Percent 
. 
1 (ver-y easy) 9 '31% 
2 14 48% 
3* 6 21% 
4 0 0% 
5 (very hard> 0 0% 
3. Is it easier to ~rite with a pencil or on the 
computer~ 
Scale 
1 .(penci-:1:) 
2 
3\ 
4 
5 (computer)* 
. , 
. ~ 
·students Percent 
4 
1' 
3 
2 
19 
I 
14% 
3% " 
10%. 
7% 
66~ 
4. Is it easie~ to make changes in what ¥OU have written 
-- '\ ' 
.when -Y?U are using a pencil and paper or when you are 
\ ' 
•• 
using a 1computer? 
0 
Scale 
l·(pencil) 
2 
3 
. 4 
Students Percent 
1 
1 
~\ 
0 
3% 
3% 
3% 
0% 
' . 
_.,-.+ , . 
-------tt-. ( compu'ter) * 2~ 91% 
, ' 
5. Ho.w impo rt.ant do you--think it is to be abl.e t~ 
charfges . in your stories easily? 
'. 
- · ' 
I 
{ • 
I 
} 
'· .· ~~t·~\' 
. '-;,. ~ 
;_ 
( 
"\ . 
\ 
. _,._ .. 
_, 
' -,,
..... -~ .... · 
~;~ .~~- ' 
\: ·_, .... 
' . 
' 
• 
. ~ 
1 
• 
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Students Percent 
1 (very important) 
2 
3* 
4 
5 (not important) 
6. HOW quickly were you 
using tht!' computer~ A 
18 
6 
5 
0 
0 ~ 
able 
Scale Students 
1 <·very quickly) 0 
2 8 
3 ~ 8 
4* 12 
5 (very slowly) 1 
62% ~ 21\ 
17% 
0% 
0% 
f . 
to type 
Percent 
0% 
28\ 
2at 
41% 
3%· 
... 
when 
7. How quickly are .... b you a 1e to type now? . 
Scale Students Percent 
(very quick 1y> -1 4 14% 
2 l6 55% . 
3* 9 31% 
--4 0 ., 0% 
5 (very s .lowly) 0 0% 
• 
a. would you li~e to use the computer to 
I 
/ 
• 
you started 
-:' 
, 
I' 
he.lp you write l 
.. 
. (I 
.... 
I 
•, 
- -·--
Jf, 
-
. , 
f ,~__) 
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\ 
10 ~· For what reasons would you prefer to use the word 
processor ovEfr handwriting? . 
-were: 
Some typical a-nswers to ,this open 
. Q 
ended ~s t ion ) . .. 
You can replace l:hings easy and fix 
lot easier. Also you won't have to 
your pencil. (Evan's answer) 
thi-ngs a 
sharpen 
' - \ It's much neater. Itrs l;?~tter for doing . 
assignments. You can put . things in without 
'eras~ng. 
Handwri~ing hurts my hando. 
I prefer· to use ~he word processor · becauses 
it's alot ea'Sier and more ·fun. · 
. ~ 
I would _prefer to use the .word pro·cessor 
because if you make · a ·mistake and erase a word 
no.body will see, whe~:e you made the' mistake. 
' 
The main reason is because l''m not a very good 
handwri ter. You don • t have to waste t irne 
erasing and blowing the stuff off the pap~r 
you just press one button. · 
' What you write can • t be wrinkled when you work 
on it. . · / 
You ·don • t run out of space. 
' You can hand your paper in clean. .. 
.. 
11. For · what reasons wo~1d you prefer handwriting to ,the 
word p.rocess~:>r? 
.  
A 
. .. 
No reasons. I hate handwriting so I would 
mu'ch prefer the word processor. 
I like handwriting to- the word processor 
because handwriting is faster for me. 
I would prefer handwr i ting to the word , 
processor because you don't have to wait for 
.it to~oaa. ·~ 
. ,  
I 
-· 
•, .. J 
• 
' . 
) 
I 
. j 
·~( 
.. :· . "---... ·· 
l~~~~:r··. ~ / 
: . 
·--· 
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You pan use your pencil to practice writing . 
( Ev:n • s -answer) ( J 
12~ If you were a· tea.cher, how would you use Bank Street 
Writer wi ~ your students? ...,.. 
! . 
I would do certain assignments on the 
computer. (Evan 1 s ·answer) 
~ 
. ·Well 
then 
t-ime 
good 
I I d start them off with· short stories 
they'd work their way up. And by the 
they were up to big stories they'd be 
at it. • ~-
. . *" I would \do it 'the way I 1 m· doing it now. 
13. What d:i:d you find ·most difficult about using the Bank 
~ . 
Street W.-: iter? 
. ' \ 
\ - ~ 
- I found learning how to use the cursor, 
· I found the most difficult thing ~t the 
Bank Street Writer was Linding the right keys. 
r didn't ·find anyt,hing difficult. 
Well at firs~ {~as l~ading ·the P.r.,og_ram. but 
now it 1 S very rsy tom~. . . 
· finding, the keys. , · 
.. 
. 
14. 
Learning how to use it w3 the hardest and · 
What did you l.ike best ~bou . using ·the computer 
. writing? • 
. . 
You could do things easier like erase, mo--.;ie , 
replace a,nd move back. (Evan's answer) - ~ 
It i s fun. 
I like when you have a mist~~e p~obably 'hal . 
·way up the page and you don • t have to rub all 
your work out. 
l like how easy i t was to use the most. 
' 
for 
( 
( 
~ l • 4 •• ~ 
. . ' ' , I • .. 
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( 
' ' 
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-- ........ ______ 
The best thing was that you could pick ou.t-
everybody's writing. 
Learning to write. 
The answers to question one indicated that the 
maj<;>rit{Sof the ·children liked ,to write using the 
computer. Ninety-three perce(nt of the class 
·either one_ qr _two on tl;le scale . 
• 
' 
jAnswer~ _}O queSj ~ ion two revealed that t h children 
,. I "' 
found the . Bank· Str-eet ··writer program ·rei.at:ively easy to 
• . I 
. I ~-
learp . One hundred PL.~-~ent of t~e childr~n _ ci_rcled· · .. . 
ei ~her answers one, tt'9 or· t ·hree on. the scale. . 
I 
Six_ty-six percenh answered in questi-6n three · that 
i 
it was easier to write wittr a computer than with a 
-
pencil and chose answer number five. Fourteen percent 
felt it was. easier to write witn a pencil and circled 
answer number one. It was indicated to the children · 
,· 
that they should circle answer two i f they thol,lght it 
was •only a little easier" to write with a pencil and · 
~e anSwer fOur U they tb·ought it .was~y a little 
eas ier• to write with a computer. 
Ninety-one percent of the class felt i t' was easie r 
• 
to make changes in what they had written when using a 
computer than when using pencH and paper. They circled 
answef five on the scale of question number four. 
On ·question number five, sixty-two percent of the 
~ : 
class circled answer number one indicating they fe l t it 
• 
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/ 
I 
/ 
was very impor~nt to be able to easily make ch.anges in 
their writing, One hund,red ·percent of the class 
answeredlei ther 
scale._) _ 
one, two or three on the five point 
: I 
" The answers to questions six a11d seven indi-cate the 
children felt their ty'ping was stow when th·ey ·first I 
I 
started using the computer but that the spe'ed imJrj ved 
·as they became familiar with using the word procefsor. 
Ninety-seven .percent of the children felt "t'hat they 
would like to -continue using a word proc.essor in gr-ade 
six. , . 
• hl 
. I 
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Table 16 
of ' summary Questionnaire Data 
"' lot ~ • .~---J". .. 
• «.t_,;;:.--.. . 
---:tit"' ,. .. ~ . Answer Answer Answer Answef/ Answer ~' ' 
1 2 3 4 5 .-. 
.. ...., Question 1 21 6"t 1 0 1 
" 72% 21% 3% 0% 3% 
. • I' Question 2 9 14 6 0 0 -
... 31% 48% 21%. Ol . 0% 
Question 3 4 1 3 . 2 19 
. ~4% 3% 10% 7% 66% 
""1' Question 4. 1 1· ' 1 0 2'6 
3% 3% 3% 0% 91% 
Question 5 18 6 5 0 0 
62% 21% 17% 0% 0% ~ 
Question 6 0 · a 8 1~ . 1 
0% 28% 28% 41% 3% 
•• Question 7 4 16 9 0 0 
14% 55% 31% 0% 0% 
&· 
' I 
• Yes No • 
' 
0 j , 
· QuesHon - 8 28 1 
97% \ ·.3% -
---I 
/ ( 0 J ..,- . Question 9 18 11 62% 38% 
6, ~ 
.. 
0 I - ; . .. 
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CHAP'PER 7 
CONCLUSI~ · AND , RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conc~~i.ons 
•• 
Based on the ·resul-ts obtained frofu analyzing"' the 
JO 
revisions in the three pieces of writing in t 'his -study, 
one cannot say that th~re are significant correlations ·· 
between · either the number or level .o'£ revision's ptade and 
., .·eit.her,.......the ~tudents • ages, .typing speed, facibty at 
, f 'y . , • n ·u·si.~9 the~c;>rq proc~ssor _or abill~y. . ~ ' ' . · . 
1 • • . 
' . . · . . ~qwev~l:' ~-9f th~- ~hildren. made . ~nt~r~st.in.g . 
· higher level r·evisions to their ·work·, revisions that 
:'thi~ rese~r !ler:•s teachin_g ~xper}rence .and . the experience 
of Others (as· noted in earlier f.ctioiis .of this report) . ·c-. 
have \hown are not i'eadily .made by children using -pencil 
al)d paper (see Chapter · 4; Ga-thering the Data: Level 3) • 
Additions, deletions and subst i t .utions· iit th~ phrase and · 
sentence r"evels were not uncommon in t.his study . 
. Deliberate shortcuts using the "replace" f.unction of the . 
. . . 
f . ~ord ·.pr9c.essor were becoming more freque.i)t-, toward the 
end of _th~ period ·of· study. A child 'of ten years 4 using 
• XX'\ for a· commonly used .· name and then repiacin'g it With 
• , ' 
. that name_-~t the .end of t~e -~~i ting se.ss~on _·· s_ho~s · an _·. -~ 
a tt~mpt ' at using · the ·word proce~sor in a manner . t~ough t · 
o _f as uncoinrnon . by bhe . res.earcher .before ·toe ·. stl!dy began • . 
Revisi·ons at the ~ tex t _l,lal ·level, show_in(·a. m~ jor change- . 
· .... . 
. . · 
..:. . - '; ~ -· - .. ~, 
\ 
r , ~~ 
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,. 
"""' 
in dir ectio.n of the piece of writ'ing, however, were not 
common. • 
-' ) Close observation of the students in leve~s· one and 
. 
two of this study and ana)ys·is of the .,wr itte'n products· 
of · the children in level t!t~ee indicated tJ&t the 
. . . \ . 
general wr'iting pa"ttern was to write on. the first day 
· simply to get thefr initial ideas "down on paper.• 
Revi~ions a~ th~ f.ormal and word leve.l~ were common on 
~ speili.ng mi .. :takes were i.msner:Jiately corr~cted 
. . ;::,.. . 
and synonyms chosen sometimes immediately after writing 
. . . . '-
a word. Subsequent days seemed· to produce .a di~_fe~ent 
0 A 
. :. ~ ' 
pa.t tern. ,in writing bepavior ~ · .After work. was r etr.ieved, 
students/w~uld reread their previous day•s work (perhaps 
.., "" . 
to see if 'it was all there) and· this was a time wllen 
\ 
. intend~d meaning seemed to become more irnp9rtant than on 
•> 
' .• 
day one~ Sentence level addition,, deletions and phrase 
substitutions were more c.o~mon · after day_ ~ne as stud~nts. 
tried to "flesh out• their story ot clarify,points Wh ·~ch 
seemed vague or not. coming acr;os~ as intended. · It w;s 
r " ·-- ~ 
in writing sessions aft~·r day one -that the ·Value· of the 
editing features of a wor_d processor became most 
1 
evident. The children would generally move on to' add 
"' 
. . ~- . . . ~ 
new _mater,ial to the end of their story after working on 
. 
r 'ev~s l.oqs to their previous . day's work. ~~ 
.. 
·. Constraints of the Study 
---
fin~ing time for a class of thirty stude-nts to 
. ......... 
, . 
, . ·.· t' 
', ,. 
. . 
. , 
• 
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- ~ I- . 
write using wor~ processors ~ each day of the week for 
-several weeks was somewhat "'f a difficulty. A limit of 
thirty minutes to a writing p~riod. was: als~ . ~ negative · 
-~ 
aspect· of the ~tudy. · Indeed, once time. was allowed for 
retrievi~g work and savihg work, ev~n less than thirty 
minute's ;emai n~d for writing.. The :a'fter-·sch<?,ol group :. 
\ . 
~uffered lost ; W~itjng ~ime mor~ th~n ~n~ ~ther beca~s~ 
.., 
.of.. ·teachers' mE;,etings·, s.to'rmy weather:;, · special -student 
~ . . . ... . "'~ : . . ' 
act.iviti'es ~~d- . th~ llke. Actin:g·_. a-s·· P.articipa~t .. . 
' . - , . . . :. . ; •• . . · . . 'J.e l . 
• \ 
.. ' 
•LJ . 'I) • • • 
·researcher. :( i.~·e. teacher and · .r:.es~archer collec.tiilg data> . · 
. . . . . . 
. . . 
imp-osed. constraints ori· the arno·unt- a~~ .. q!lality of c:lai.a 
.. . ,, ~ ., . ' . 
co.~ lee ted. aecause~the U:brar.!' at t:he . site- · of tris· 
• 
study· is a .bu·sy -·studerit wor·k area, there .were o.ften 
• I • · , ' 
· i~terrupt·i~_I}_S . ~o ·the_ "atino_sph·er~onducive tq writing." 
Keyb'oa.rding skt"lls .E i ~ -~. · to~ch typi:·~_g} · offer a 
', ' .. . l 
definite advantage to ·writers.· :ll'he ·students in this 
c . • .• ~ . • • . . . • t 
study werp ~posed to a · mi-nimum o·f touch typing 
\. 
instru_ct ion befor,~ embarking on this project.. Although 
. . . ( . 
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For t~ere to be any real compa'rison between. these · · 
Q 
., , . 
students .and those written . abou't by G+ave8-· ( 1983-), · these 
' . . . . . . . . . ~· . 
student~ ·would have · to - h~v~·had ~~ch more ex~osur~ ~o · 
the proc~ss-co~·feren~e. ap~roach to writing. 'To .make · 
process writi~g nat.u·~al_ to t 'he students, it must pe a 
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·' · daily, extended commitment. on ttte part of· .the teqGhers 
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Another constraint of ~nis ,study was the r~ti ~~ly 
"'*'.') . . 
small number of st~:-~dents involved. Sever.al classl!~ o.f 
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. . 
students treat-ed in ·the same way ·by seve·~a· l r.:esearchers 
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. .,.- . . " 
been a mote effective approach.· 
.. Recommendations for ·Further- S.t udy 
. ~. 
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. i""" . . . '· .. 
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